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This report describes the variables and techniques of a computer 
program f o r  simulating GERT networks on a digi ta l  computer. 
simulation program i s  written in the GASP IIA simulation language and can 
be r u n  on any computer with a FORTRAN compiler. 
This GERT 
The GERT sirnulation program can accommodate GERT networks which 
have EXCLUSIVE-OR, INCLUSIVE-OR and AND 1 ogical operations associated 
with the input side of a node, and deterministic or probabi l is t ic  
operations associated with the o u t p u t  side of a node. 
the GERT network are described in terms of a probability tha t  the branch 
i s  realized and a time t o  perform the ac t iv i ty  represented by the branch. 
(Time i s  used throughout  this report t o  represent an additive variable.) 
The time associated with a branch can be a random variable. 
The branches of 
The resul ts  obtained from the GERT simulation program are: 
( 1 )  
( 2 )  
( 3 )  
The probability tha t  a node i s  realized; 
The average time t o  real ize  a node; 
An estimate of  the standard deviation of the time t o  
realize a node; 
The minimum time observed t o  realize a node; 
The maximum time observed t o  realize a node; and 
A histogram of the times to  realize a node. 
( 4 )  
(5) 
(6) 
Normally the above information i s  obtained for each s i n k  node of  the net- 
work. The program i s  written t o  permit the above information t o  be 
obtained for any node specified in the i n p u t  data. 
available which describes in detail  the required i n p u t  data. 
A companion report i s  
i 
The program has been exercised on the IBM 1130 which has a FORTRAN 
I V  operat ion s e t  more r e s t r i c t i v e  than the general FORTRAN I V  operat ion 
se t .  Therefore, the GERT s imulat ion program can be used on most computers 
which have FORTRAN IY compilers. On the IBM 1130 w i t h  8192 words o f  
core storage, GERT networks w i t h  up t o  30 nodes and 40 branches can be 
simulated. 




DEFINITIONS AND PROCEDURES EMPLOYED IN THE GERT SIMULATION PROGRAM 
The GERT simulation program is  a general purpose program fo r  
simulating GERT networks. The i n p u t  t o  the program i s  a description of 
the network in terms of i t s  nodes and branches along w i t h  control 
information fo r  set t ing up the simulation conditions. A detailed 
description of the input information is  described i n  a companion report. 
(18) 
The GERT simulation program i s  written i n  the GASP IIA simulation 
language. The techniques employed for  simulating GERT networks are the 
standard techniques employed by the GASP IIA system. These techniques 
will not be described in th i s  report. This report will describe the 
parts of the program which are special t o  GERT network simulation. 
Appendix A ,  the GASP IIA subprograms and variables used within the GERT 
simulation program are defined. In Appendix B ,  the FORTRAN l i s t ings  of 
the GASP IIA subprograms modified for  use i n  the GERT simulation program 
are given. Further information on GASP IIA i s  contained in references 
( 2 2 ,  2 3 ) .  
In 
The GERT simulation program receives f i r s t  the network description 
and the number of simulations to  be performed. 
tion by selecting branches to  be traversed based on random numbers and 
I t  then performs a simula- 
branch times from samples of the distributions inserted as i n p u t  informa- 
t ion.  S t a t i s t i c s  are automatically collected on nodes as specified by the 
user of the program. When a l l  simulations as requested by the user have 
been completed, a summary report which describes the network simulated 
2. 
and the final s t a t i s t i c a l  results are printed. The final resul ts  include: 
(1 )  The probability tha t  a specified node is  realized; 
( 2 )  The average time to  realize the specified node; 
( 3 )  An estimate of standard deviation of the time to realize 
the specified node; 
The minimum time observed t o  realize the specified node; 
The maximum time observed t o  realize the specified node; and 
A histogram of the times to  realize the specified node. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6 )  
The current simulation program takes advantage o f  the concepts 
included i n  GASP IIA to  obtain an e f f ic ien t  ut i l izat ion of storage 
space and a re la t ively f a s t  execution time. 
ea r l i e r  versions of the program (1,14) for  simulating GERT networks have 
been incorporated. 
Desirable features from 
The GERT simulation program reported herein i s  a 
general purpose network simulation program which has been tested for  
numerous examples. 
Description of Overall Program Operation 
The GERT simulation program performs a simulation by advancing 
time from event t o  event. 
event simulation. The events associated with a GERT network are: 
In simulation parlance th i s  i s  termed a next 
('I) 
The s t a r t  event causes a l l  source nodes t o  be realized and 
S ta r t  of the simulation and ( 2 )  End of an ac t iv i ty .  
schedules the ac t iv i t i e s  emanating from the source nodes according to  
the output type of the source node. The output type for  a l l  nodes i s  
e i ther  deterministic o r  probabilistic. In the former case, a l l  ac t iv i t i e s  
emanating from the node are scheduled and i n  the l a t t e r  case, only one of 
the ac t iv i t i e s  emanating from the node i s  scheduled. By scheduling an 
3. 
I '  
1 
act ivi ty  is meant tha t  an event "end of act ivi ty"  i s  caused to  occur 
a t  some future point in time. A next event simulation proceeds from 
event t o  event u n t i l  the conditions which indicate that  the simulation 
i s  completed are obtained. 
involve end of act ivi ty  times and the simulation of the network proceeds 
from one end of ac t iv i ty  time t o  another. 
For the simulation of GERT networks, a l l  events 
As part  o f  the i n p u t  data, the number o f  releases required to  
realize a node i s  specified. 
the number of releases for the end node o f  that  act ivi ty  is  decreased 
by one. 
realized and the ac t iv i t i e s  emanating from the node are scheduled. 
Again,  the number o f  ac t iv i t i e s  scheduled depends on the o u t p u t  type 
for the node. 
chronol ogi cal order. 
possible t h a t  a node already realized will be released. 
a check is  made t o  determine i f  the node can be realized a g a i n .  I f  i t  
can, the ac t iv i t i e s  emanating from the node are scheduled according to 
Each time an end of act ivi ty  event occurs, 
When the number of  releases remaining i s  zero, the node i s  
End of act ivi ty  events are  p u t  i n  an event f i l e  i n  
Since feedback branches are permi t ted , i t  i s  
When th i s  occurs, 
the o u t p u t  operation for the node. 
requires one release i n  order t o  realize a node a f t e r  i t  has been 
real ized once. 
The assumption i s  made that  i t  only 
As indicated above, the end o f  act ivi ty  events are stored i n  
chronological order i n  an event f i l e .  
event f i l e  one a t  a time and a t  each removal instant ,  t e s t s  are performed 
to  determine i f  a node i s  realized. I f  no node i s  realized the next 
event is  removed from the event f i l e .  I f  a node i s  realized, ac t iv i t i e s  







are scheduled and the simulation is  continued. The simulation ends when 
a prescribed number of s i n k  nodes have been realized. 
be e i ther  terminal nodes of  the network o r  nodes on which s t a t i s t i c s  are 
being collected. 
The s i n k  nodes can 
As part of the i n p u t  data, the node numbers on which 
and the number of nodes required to  realize the s t a t i s t i c s  are collected 
network are defined. 
The above process 
program is  written to  a1 
describes 
ow mu1 t i  p 
one simulation of a network. The 
e s imulat ions to  be performed. The 
number of simulation runs to  be performed i s  part of  the i n p u t  d a t a .  The 
GERT simulation program automatically in i t i a l i ze s  the pertinent variables 
i n  order that  consecutive simulations of the same network can be performed 
and, i f  desired, permits simulations of  different  networks to  be performed 
consecutively. 
The heart of  the GERT simulation program i s  a f i l i n g  system which 
contains an event f i l e  for  a l l  end o f  act ivi ty  events scheduled t o  occur, 
and a f i l e  for each node of the s e t  o f  ac t iv i t ies  emanating from t h a t  node. 
Thus, i f  a network contains 20 nodes there will be 21 f i l e s .  File 1 i s  
always the event f i l e .  
emanating from node J .  
File J fo r  J>1, contains the s e t  o f  ac t iv i t i e s  
( T h u s  a l l  node numbers must be greater t h a n  1 )  
The f i l i n g  system i s  designed so t h a t  a l l  locations o f  the f i l e  can 
s tore  entr ies  inserted into the f i l e .  
t i o n  i n  storage requirements since space need not be allocated t o  each 
f i l e .  
emanating from a particular node. 
emanating from a node, no searching need be done to  f i n d  the ac t iv i t i e s  
This permits a s ignif icant  reduc- 
In addition, a l imit  need n o t  be s e t  on the number of ac t iv i t i e s  
By providing a f i l e  for  a l l  ac t iv i t ies  
5. 
End node no. 
of ac t iv i ty  
I 
Parameter 





. i  
which emanate from a node. T h i s  s ignif icant ly  reduces execution time 
for the GERT simulation program over past simulation programs ( 1 ,  14) .  
a f ixed  point array called 
NSET and a floating point array called QSET. Each entry i n  the f i l e  
has associated with i t  three fixed p o i n t  a t t r ibu tes  and one f loat ing 
p o i n t  a t t r ibu te .  To inser t  an entry into a f i l e ,  the buffer storage 
vectors JTRIB and ATRIB dimensioned to  3 and 1 respectively are used. 
The values t o  be given t o  these buffer storage vectors for  the two 
The f i l e  i s  divided in to  two parts:  









Event f i l e  
Set of activ- 
i t ies  emana- 
t i n g  from 
node J 
JTRIB( 1 ) JTRIB( 2 )  
 
JTRIB( 3)  
Not used 
Di s t r i  bu -  
t ion type 
associated 
with activ- 
i ty  
ATRIB( 1 ) 
End of 
ac t iv i ty  
time 
Cumul a- 
t ive prob- 
ab i l i t y  o f  
taking 
th i s  activ- 
i t y  o r  an 
act i  v i  ty  
emanat i n g 
from node J 
stored pr i -  
o r  t o  t h i s  
ac t iv i ty  
The s t a r t  node number of an ac t iv i ty  need not be stored i n  the 
f i l e  since the f i l e  number describes the s t a r t  node number. 
s e t  associated with an ac t iv i ty  specif ies  the 
PARAM( I ,J)  where the parameters associated w i t h  the distribution describ- 
i n g  the time required t o  perform the ac t iv i ty  are  stored. 
The parameter 
row number i n  the array 




type associated w i t h  an ac t iv i ty  specifies which subroutine is used for  
obtaining the time to perform the ac t iv i ty .  
been included i n  the IBM 1130 version of the GERT simulation program. 
These are: (1 )  constant (2 )  normal (3) uniform (4)  Erlang. 
The parameters required i n  the parameter s e t  fo r  each of these d i s t r i b u -  
tion types i s  given below. 
Four distribution types have 
Distribution Types Parameters 
1 .  Constant Cons tan t --- --- --- 
1 2 3 4 
2.  Normal Mean Minimum Maximum Standard Deviation 
3. Uniform --- Mi n i m u m  Maxi mum --- 
4.  Erlang Mean/k Mi n i mum Maxi mum k 
The GERT simulation program has been written to  f a c i l i t a t e  the 
adding of distribution types. 
other distributions are given in references (15, 23). 
FORTRAN subroutines for  sampling from 
Definitions of Non-GASP Variables 
The variables which are in COMMON in the GERT simulation program 
b u t  are n o t  a part of GASP IIA are given below. 
N N  Largest node number i n  the network (smallest node number 
i s  2 )  
NSKS Number of sink nodes in the network (maximum of 5 )  
NS RC Number of source nodes i n  the network 
NSKST Number of s i n k  nodes t o  be realized t o  realize the network 
NSKSR Number of  sink nodes yet t o  be realized t o  realize the 
network for  a simulation run  
7. 
" '  I 
j -  
NSORC ( J) 
NSINK(K) 
NRELP( I 1 
NREL( I) 
NTY PE ( I )
The node number o f  source node J, J=1, * * *  3 NSRC 
The node number o f  s i n k  node K ,  K=l,  " '  , NSKS 
Number o f  branches necessary t o  r e a l i z e  node I 
( I f  NRELP(I)>l, I i s  an AND node) 
Number o f  branches y e t  t o  be r e a l i z e d  t o  r e a l i z e  node I 
I f  NTYPE(1) = 1, I has a d e t e r m i n i s t i c  o u t p u t  s i d e  and once 
r e a l  i zed does n o t  re1 ease a c t i  v i  t i e s  
emanating f rom i t .  
2, I has a p r o b a b i l i s t i c  o u t p u t  s i d e  and once 
r e a l  i zed does n o t  re1  ease a c t i v i t i e s  
emanating f rom i t .  
3, I has a d e t e r m i n i s t i c  o u t p u t  s i d e  and can be 
r e a l i z e d  many t imes.  (Once r e a l i z e d  i t  o n l y  
takes one re lease f o r  i t  t o  be r e a l i z e d  again)  
4, I has a p r o b a b i l  i s t i c  o u t p u t  s i d e  and can be 
r e a l i z e d  many t imes.  
XLOW( K )  Lower l i m i t  f o r  h is togram f o r  s i n k  node K, K = l ,  * "  , NSKS 
WIDTH( K )  Width o f  a c e l l  f o r  h is togram o f  s i n k  node K, K=l ,  * ' *  , NSKS 
The d e f i n i t i o n s  o f  t h e  GASP I I A  v a r i a b l e s  are  g iven i n  Appendix A. 
The GERT S i  mu1 a t i o n  Program 
The GERT s i m u l a t i o n  program c o n s i s t s  o f  a main program and t h r e e  
s p e c i a l i z e d  subrout ines.  These subrout ines  are:  
( 1 )  EVNTS which i s  c a l l e d  when an end o f  a c t i v i t y  event  occurs ; 
(2 )  SCHAT, t h e  schedu l ing  o f  end o f  an a c t i v i t y  event  when a node 
i s  r e a l i z e d ;  and 
(3)  SAMPL, a subrout ine  f o r  o b t a i n i n g  a d e v i a t e  f rom a s p e c i f i e d  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  s p e c i f i e d  parameters. 
The GASP subrout ine  SUMRY has been m o d i f i e d  and prov ides  a d e s c r i p t i o n  and 
t h e  a c t i v i t y  parameters f o r  t h e  network i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  f i n a l  r e s u l t s  




The Main Program 
A flow chart of the main program is  given in F ig .  1 .  The main 
program f i r s t  defines the equipment numbers for  the card reader and 
pr inter .  These variables are NCRDR and NPRNT. 
the values are 2 and 3 respectively. 
For the IBM 1130 system 
All read and write statements 
reference the variable names. The non-GASP variables are then i n i t i a l -  
ized as described in reference (18). The f i r s t  s ix  data cards represent 
the in i t ia l iza t ion  of the non-GASP variables. The main program then 
ca l l s  subroutine GASP which controls the simulation until a l l  the runs 
requested have been completed. 
A general flow chart of the functions performed by subroutine 
GASP and the GASP subprograms i t  ca l l s  i s  shown i n  F i g .  2 .  
GASP has n o t  been rewritten for  the GERT simulation program and i s  a 
general subroutine included i n  the GASP IIA programming language, The GASP 
subroutine has the GASP variables in i t ia l ized  in GASP IIA subroutine 
DATAN. 
simulation programs are then printed. 
t h a t  a l l  i n p u t  data for a given network has been inserted into the 
computer. GASP then starts and controls the simulation. The f i r s t  
event i s  removed from the event f i l e  and current time is  advanced to  the 
time of the event. In  the GERT simulation program, the i n i t i a l  event i s  
always an event which releases the source nodes. 
routine EVNTS which releases nodes, schedules end of  act ivi ty  events, and 
determines when a complete simulation of a network has been accomplished. 
Subroutine events also passes th i s  information back to  subroutine GASP 
when a l l  simulations of the network have been made. 
Subroutine 
An echo check of the parameters and f i l e s  associated w i t h  the 
This provides a convenient check 
GASP then ca l l s  sub- 
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Fig. 1 Flow Chart o f  the Main GERT Simulation Program 
10. 
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subroutine SUMRY which prints the final GERT summary report. GASP 
also ca l l s  subroutine OTPUT which is  a dummy subroutine which the 
programmer can use to  p r i n t  additional information. Subroutine OTPUT 
currently contains only a return statement. 
ca l l s  i t ,  an OTPUT subroutine i s  required. 
Since subroutine GASP 
I f  a l l  simulations of the network have n o t  been made, the next 
end  of ac t iv i ty  event i s  removed from the event f i l e  and the simulation 
continued t h r o u g h  the loop shown i n  F ig .  2 .  
The FORTRAN l i s t i n g  for  the main program, subroutine SUMRY and 
subroutine OTPUT are  given i n  Figs.3, 4 ,  and 5. Subroutine GASP i s  
given i n  Appendix B along w i t h  the other GASP IIA subprograms. 
Subroutine EVNTS( N E N D  ,NSET ,QSET) 
The argument NEND defines the end node of the act ivi ty  which has 
just been completed. 
arguments t o  a l l  subprograms t o  f a c i l i t a t e  the changing of the s ize  of 
the vectors without recompiling a l l  subprograms. This i s  c r i t i ca l  since 
NSET and QSET are used to  s tore  the integer and real portions of  the 
NSET and QSET are vectors which are included i n  
f i l i n g  array respectively. 
The flow chart for subroutine EVNTS i s  given i n  F ig .  6 .  F i r s t  a 
t e s t  i s  made t o  determine i f  this is the s t a r t  of  a new simulat ion r u n .  
This occurs i f  N E N D  i s  zero i n  which case ac t iv i t i e s  from a l l  source nodes 
are scheduled i n  accordance w i t h  the node type of the source node. 
scheduling of the end of an act ivi ty  event i s  accomplished by call ing 
subroutine SCHAT w i t h  N E N D  as one of  i t s  arguments. 
The 
- 1  \ I  
1 









I P r i n t  summary r e p o r t  I e3 RETURN 
F ig .  2 Flow Chart o f  Subroutine GASP Described i n  Terms 
Appropriate for  the GERT Simulation Program 
/ /  FOR 
* L I S T  SOURCE PROGRAM 
+ ONE WORD INTEGERS 
* I O C S  ( 1 1 3 2  P R I N T E R g C A R D )  
D I M E N S I O N  G S E T ( 2 0 0 ) g Q S E T ( 4 0 )  
CCh'4ON I C ~ I M , I N I T ~ J E V N T ~ J M N I T ~ M F A ~ M S T O P I M X , M X C I N C L ~ T ~ N ~ ~ I S T ~  
l N O O ~ ~ O R P T t N O T r N P R M S ( N R U N I N R U N S , K S T A t , O U T ~ I S E E D ~ T N O W ~  
2TFiEC r T F  I N  rMXX ~NPRNTINCRDR,YEP~VNQ( 3 1  1 9 IMM9MAXQSvMAXNS 
1 ~ F E ~ 3 l ~ r M L C ~ 3 1 ~ ~ W L E ~ 3 l ~ ~ N C E L S o , N Q ~ 3 l ~ r P A R A ~ ~ 4 0 ~ 4 ~ i Q T I M E ~ 3 1 ~ ~  
2 S S U Y A ( l ~ l ) r S U M A ( 5 ~ 5 l r N A u E ( 6 ) t N P R O J ~ M O ~ ~ N D f i Y t N Y ~ ~ J C L ~ t J ~ R I ~ ( 5 )  
COVIYCN N S f N Y ( 5 ) , N S K S T t N S K S R , Y S K S t N S O R C ( 5 ) 9 N R E L P ( 3 0 ) 9 N R E L ( 3 0 )  * 
1 $ T Y P E ( 3 0 )  r X L O ' A ' ( 5 )  , i d I D T H ( 5 )  9 T O T I M v N N  tNSRC 
COYYON A T R I B ~ 1 ~ ~ E N 3 ~ 3 l ) ~ I N N ~ 3 l ~ r J C E L S ~ 5 r Z 2 ) r K R A N K ~ 3 l ~ ~ M A X ~ ~ ~ 3 1 ~ ~  
1C FO'ZMAT (40 1 2  1 


















C*++++READ LARGEST NODE NUMBE29 NO* OF S I N K  NODES, NO* OF SOURCE NODES9 GRTS 
C**++*NOe OF NODES NECESSARY TO R E A L I Z E  THE NETWORK. GRTS 
C 
7 READ(NCRDR, iO)NN9NSYS,NSRC,NSKST GRTS 
C 
C+***+ENC RUN I F  LARGEST NODE NO* IS NEG. OR ZERO. GRTS 
C 
I F ( N Y ) 2 0 r 2 0 r 8  GRTS 
A NSKSR=NSKST GRTS 
C 
C**+*+READ SOURCE AND S I N K  NODE NOS. GRTS 
C 
R E A D ( h C R D R 9 1 0 )  ( N S O R C ( J ) t J = l t N S R C I ,  ( N S I N K ( K ) r K = l r N S K S )  GHTS 
C 
C**+**F?EAD NO. OF RELEASES FOR EACH NODE* NODE NOS. MUST 9 E  *GEo TO 2 r  GRTS 
C 
R E A D ( X C R D R 9 1 O I ( N R E L P ( I ) 9 1 = 2 r N N )  GRTS 
DO 11 I = 2 9 Y Y  GRTS 
1 1  Y F E L ( I ) = N R E L P ( I :  GHTS 
C 
C*+***HEAD NODE TYPE. 1 AND 3 ARE D E T E R M I N I S T I C e  2 A h 0  4 ARE P R O B A B I L I G R T S  
C*****3 AND 4 CAN B E  R E A L I Z E D  MORE THAN ONCE, GRTS 
C 
R F A ~ ( Y C R O R t l O ) ( N T Y P E ( I ) r I = Z t N N )  GRTS 
C 
C*****RE4> LOWER L I Y I T  AND C E L L  WIDTH FOR HISTOGRAMSO GRTS 
C 
K E A D ( ~ C ~ D R t l 5 ) ( X L O W ( K ) 9 K = l ~ N S K S )  GRTS 
READ ( N C Q D ' ? + 1 5 )  ( W I C t t - ( ( K )  e K f l  t N S K S )  GRTS 
FEATURES SUPPORTED 
ONE W3RD INTEGERS 
I ocs 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR 
COPWON 1072 V A R I A B L E S  
END OF C O M P I L A T I O N  
Fig 3. 
286 PROGRAM 2 1 2  































3 1 0  
3 2 0  
GRTS 3 3 0  
GRTS 340 
GRTS 350 






/ /  FOR 
*ONE WORD I N T E G E R S  
* L I S T  SOURCE PROGRAP 
S U B R O U T I N E  SUPRY l N S E T # O S E T l  SMRY 10 13. 
D I Y E N S I O N  N S E T I 1 ) t Q S E T l l )  SMRY 2 0  
COMMON I D , I M , I N I T * J E V N T ~ J M Y I T ~ ~ F A ~ M S T O P ~ M X ~ M X C , N C L C T * N ~ I S T *  SMRY 30 
~ N O O I Y O R P T I N O T I N P R M S ~ N S U N ~ Y R U N S ~ N S T A T , O U T ~ I ~ E F D ~ T ~ O W ~  SURY 40 
Z T @ E S ~ T F I V ~ Y X X I N P R N T ~ N C R D R ~ N E P , V N ~ ! ~ ~ )  , I Y V * M A X C S r M A X h S  SMRY 50 
COY4OV A T R I B ~ 1 ~ ~ E Y Q 1 3 1 ~ ~ I N ~ l 3 l ~ ~ J C E L S l 5 ~ 2 2 ~ ~ ~ Q A ~ K l 3 l l ~ M A X ~ ~ ~ 3 l ~ ~  SMRY -0 
1 P ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N C E L S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P A R A ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ I Q T I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  SN7Y 70 
2 S S U M A ~ l ~ l l r S U M A ~ 5 t 5 ~ r N I Y E ( 6 ~ ~ N P Q O J ~ P O ~ ~ N D ~ 4 Y ~ N Y ~ ~ J C L P ~ J T P I ~ ~ ~ ~  S"?Y 80 
COMYON NSINKIS)tYSKST9NSKSR,~S~S*~SOR ~ Y R E L P l 3 0 ) ~ ~ P E L ( 3 0 ) e  SY?Y 90 
I Y T Y P E ~ ~ O ) ~ X L O W I ~ ) ~ W I D T H ~ ~ ) ~ T O T I ~ I N ~  9 Si"?" 100 
2 1  F3RMAT ( 1H1) SVRY 1 1 C  
10 F O R M A T ( 2 9 X e 2 3 H G E R T  S I P U L A T I O N  P R O J E C f , 1 3 t W  e' * 6 A 2 / 4 4 X , 4 n D A T E 1 1 3 , S V ? Y  1 2 2  
l l H / t 1 3 t l H / t 1 5 / / )  SMRY 1 3 0  
11 F O R M A T l 3 9 X t 2 3 H * * N E T k O R K  D E S C R I P T I O N * * / / l 6 X 5 H S T A R 1 * 6 X 3 H E N D 9 6 X ~ 9 ' i  ACSVRY 140 
l T I V I T Y 6 X ~ 1 2 H D I S T R I B U T I O N ~ 6 X ~ l l H P R O B A B I L I T Y / l 7 X 4 H N O D E ~ 6 X t 4 H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 X ~ S ~ ~ ~ v  150  
2 h H N U Y B E R 9 1 1 X 4 Y T Y P E / I  SYRY :6C 
1 2  F O R M A T ~ I 1 9 t I l l t I l 2 t I l 6 ~ F l 9 ~ 4 )  SMRY 170 
13 FORMAT(//39X23H**ACTIVITY PARAVETERS**//16X8HACTIVITY*32X~lOHPA7A~SMRY 180 
l E T E R S / 1 7 X 6 H N U M B E R ~ 1 6 X l H l ~ l 3 X l H 2 ~ l 3 X ~ l H 3 + l 3 X l H ~ / ~  W R Y  190 
14  F C R P A T ( I Z l t 7 X q 4 F l 4 . 4 )  SMYY 2 0 0  
1 5  F O R M A T ( / / 3 1 X 1 9 H * * F I N A L  R E S U L T S  F O R , I 5 * 1 4 H  S I M U L A T I C N S * * / )  S"2Y 2 1 c  
1 6  FORMAT(  lbXlHNODE97X5HPR09.5X4HMEAY~4XSHSTD.DEV.~ 4X4HSMSY 220 
l M I N e 5 X L H M A X . I )  SMSY 23: 
1 7  F O R M A T ( I ! 9 , 3 X t 6 F l C . & l  SMRY 2 4 3  
18 FORMATI//43X~l*H**WISTOGRA~S**//2OX ~ ~ H L O W E R I ~ X $ ~ * C E L L / ~ ~ X S V R Y  2 5 0  
1 ~ ~ ~ N O D E ~ 3 X ~ 5 H L I U I T t 3 X ~ 5 ~ W I ~ T ~ ~ 3 l X ~ l l H F R E 3 U E N C I E S  1 SVRY 25C 
SMRY 270 19 F C R M A T f / I l 6 r F 9 ~ O ~ F 8 ~ l ~ 5 X ~ l l I 6 / 3 8 X ~ l l I 6 !  
199 F O R * A T ( / / / 3 6 X 2 h H E R R O R  E X I T 9  T Y P E  9 8  EHHOH.! 
XRUNS = NRUN 
W R I T E  l h r P R Y T * 2 1 )  
W R I T E  I N P R N T + 1 0 1  NPROJINAME,MOP~*NDAY~NYR 
W R I T E  ( N P r l N T t l l )  
DO 40 J Q = 2 , N 0 3  
PRO6 = 0.0 
L I M E  = M F E l J Q )  
N T = N T Y P E ( J Q l  
I F  ( L I N E )  4 0 9 4 3 t 4 2  
42 I B  = ( L I N E - 1 )  * MXX + 1 
I E  = I B  + 2 
I O  = ( L I N E - 1 1  * I M M  + 1 
DPROf3=QSET I I Q  I 
GO TO 1 7 2 g 7 3 r 7 2 r 7 3 ) e N T  
7 3  DPROB = Q S E T I I L ' ) - D R O S  
PRO9 = PROB + DPPOB 
7 2  k R I T E  l N P R N T t l 2 )  J Q ~ I N S E T I I l ~ I ~ I B ~ I E ~ , D P R 3 8  
L I N E  = N S E T I I E + l )  
IF ( L I N E  .. 7 7 7 7 1  4 2 t 4 0 ~ 5  
5 W R I T E  ( N P R N T 9 1 9 9 )  
40 CCNTINUE 
W R I T E  ( N P R N T 4 1 3 1  
D3 50 I = l t N P R M S  
W R I T E I N P R Y T e Z l )  
W R I T E  ( N P R N T s 1 3 )  NPROJ*NAMEIMON*NDAYINY~ 
W R I T E  ( N P Q h T 9 1 5 )  YRUN 
W R I T E f N P R N T 9 1 6 )  
DO 2 I l t Y C L C T  
I F ( S U M A ( I , 3 ) )  5 9 5 2 ~ 6 1  
6 2  W R I T E l N P R N T 9 6 3 )  N S I N K I I )  
6 3  F O R Y A T ( I f 9 e Z f X  I S H F i O  V A L U E S  RECORDED) 
6 1  X S = S U ~ A I I ~ l I  
5 0  r l i l I T E  ( N P R N T 9 1 4 )  I * ( P A R A Y ( I * J ) r J = l r 4 )  
GO TO 2 
X S S = S U M A l I r 2 )  
XN = S U M A ( I t 3 )  
AVG=XS/XN 
PPOB = XN/XRUYS 
S T O ~ l f ~ X N * X S S l - l X S * X S ~  ) / l X N * ~ X N - l r O ) l ) * * O ~ 5  
W R I T E  I h l P R N T t l 7 )  P I S f N K I  1)  tPQOB,AVGrSTD,SUYA 
W R I T E ( Y P R h T r l 8 )  
DO 8 2  I ' l t N H I S T  
N C L = N C E L S l I ) + Z  
W R I T E ( Y P R N T 9  19) Y S I N K ~ I I ~ X L O W I I ~ ~ W I D T H I I ~ ~  
U S I T E I N P R N T  921 1 
2 C O N T I N U E  
8 2  C O Y T I N U E  
RETURN 
END 
F E A T U R E S  SUPPORTED 
OhlE WORD I Y T F G E R S  
CORE R E Q U I R E M E N T S  FOR SUMRY 
COMMON 1 0 7 2  V A R I A B L E S  3 6  PROGRAM 706 
FND O E  C O H P I L A T I O N  
SURY 2 8 3  
SMRY 2 9 0  
SMRY 3 0 0  
SMRY 3 1 0  
S V ' i Y  3 2 0  
SURY 3 3 0  
SMRY 3 4 0  
SVQY 350  
SVRY 3 6 0  
SMRY 3 7 0  
SMRY 3 8 0  
SMRY 390 
SMRY 410 
SMRY 4 2 0  
SMRY 4 3 0  
SMSY 440 
SMRY 420 
SMRY 4 6 C  
SMRY 4 7 G  
SMRY 4 8 0  
SMRY 490 
SMRY 5 0 0  
SYRY 5 ? C  
SMRY 5 2 0  
SMRY 5 3 C  
SMRY 5 4 9  
SYRY 5 5 0  
SMRY 4 5 C  
SYRY 57C 




SMRY 6 2 0  
SMRY 6 3 0  
SVRY 6 0 0  
SMRY 650 
SMRY 6 b C  
SMRY 67C 
SMRY 6 8 0  
SMRY 6 9 0  




W R Y  75') 




F i g .  4 FORTRAN L i s t i n g  o f  the GERT V e r s i o n  o f  S u b r o u t i n e  SUMRY 
/ /  FOR 
* ONE WORD INTEGERS 
* L I S T  SOURCE PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE O T P U T ( N S E T t Q S E T )  
D I M E N S I O N  N S E T ( l ) r Q S E T ( l )  
COMMON I D ~ I M , I N I T , J E V N T , J M N I T ~ M F A ~ ~ S T O P ~ M X C , N C L C T ~ N H I S T ~  
1 N 0 0 t N O R P T ~ N O T ~ N P R ~ ~ S t ~ R U N S I N S T A T I O U T ~ I S E E D ~ T N O W ~  
~ T B E G ~ T F I N I M X X , N P R N T ~ N C R D R , N E P I V N Q ~ ~ I M M ~ ~ A X ~ S ~ M A X N S  
1 M F E ~ 3 l ~ t M L C ~ 3 1 ~ ~ M L E ( 3 l ~ t N C E L S ~ 5 ~ ~ N Q ~ 3 l ~ ~ P A R A ~ ~ 4 O ~ 4 ~ ~ Q T I ~ E ! 3 l ~ ~  
2 S S U M A ( 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ S U M A ~ 5 t 5 ~ ~ N A M E ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ P R O J ~ M O N t ~ D A Y ~ N Y R ~ J C L R ~ J T R l B ~ 5 ~  
COMMON N S 1 N K ~ 5 ~ t N S K S T t N S Y S R , N S K S , N S O R C 1 5 l , N R E L P ~ 3 O ~ ~ N R ~ L ~ 3 O ~ t  
l N T Y P E ( 3 0 ) ~ X L O W ~ 5 ) ~ W I D T H ( 5 ) ~ T O T I M ~ N N  eNSRC
RETURN 
END 
COMMON A T R I B ( 1 ) ~ E N O ( 3 1 ) ~ 1 Y N ~ 3 1 ~ ~ J C E L S ( 5 , 2 2 ) , K R A ~ K ~ 3 1 ~  r M A X N Q ( 3 1 )  9 
FEATURES SUPPORTED 
ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR OTPUT 
COMMON 1072 V A R I A B L E S  0 PROGRAM 8 
END OF C O M P I L A T I O N  




























I Subroutine EVNTS 
Schedule end of activ- 
i ty  events from al l  
source nodes by call-  
"< RETURN ) 
Schedule end of activity 
events for activities 
emanating from this node 
f0 RETURN 
Fig. 6 Flow Chart o f  Subroutine EVNTS 
16. 
I Collect Statistics I 
Reduce number o f  nodes required 
to real i ze network by 1 I 
Set control 
t switches to 
end the sim- 











When N E N D  is not zero, the number of releases associated w i t h  
NEND i s  decremented by one, and a t e s t  i s  made to  determine i f  there 
are more releases fo r  N E N D .  I f  the end node i s  not realized, a return 
i s  made t o  subroutine GASP. When the number o f  releases is  less than 
or  equal t o  zero, a t e s t  i s  made t o  determine i f  the node has been 
realized previously i n  t h i s  simulation run. 
determine i f  i t  can be released again, which will  be the case i f  i t s  
node type is  e i ther  three o r  four. When th is  i s  the case, end of activ- 
i t y  events are scheduled i n  accordance w i t h  the node type by call ing 
subroutine SCHAT. 
I f  i t  has, a t e s t  i s  made to  
I f  the node i s  being released for  the f i r s t  time, a t e s t  i s  made 
to determine i f  s t a t i s t i c s  are t o  be collected for  th i s  node. I f  not, 
end of  act ivi ty  events for  ac t iv i t ies  emanating from the node are 
scheduled i n  accordance w i t h  i t s  node type. 
I f  the node is  one on which s t a t i s t i c s  are being collected, GASP 
subroutine COLCT i s  used t o  obtain d a t a  from which the average, standard 
deviation, m i n i m u m  and maximum time and the probability that  the node is  
realized can be computed. 
on the times the node was realized. Each node on which s t a t i s t i c s  are 
collected i s  considered as a potential terminal node. The number of 
terminal nodes required to  realize the network i s  reduced by one and when 
this value i s  zero the network is realized. 
end of act ivi ty  events are scheduled i f  there are ac t iv i t ies  emanating 
from the node. 
Subroutine HISTO is  used t o  prepare a histogram 






' 5  
.1 
When the network i s  realized, one complete simulation of the 
network has been completed. 
culated and i f  more sirnulation runs are t o  be made for  t h i s  network, 
the event f i l e  i s  cleared and a start-up event inserted into i t .  The 
number of releases associated w i t h  each node i s  reset  and control re- 
turned to  GASP. When a l l  simulation runs have been made, the control 
variable MSTOP i s  s e t  t o  -1 t o  communicate t o  subroutine GASP t h a t  
a l l  runs have been made. 
A t  this point network s t a t i s t i c s  are cal-  
The FORTRAN l i s t i ng  for  subroutine EVNTS i s  given in Fig.7.  
Subroutine SCHAT(NODE,NSET,QSET) 
Subroutine SCHAT determines which ac t iv i t i e s  from the node, NODE,  
should be realized and schedules end of ac t iv i ty  events for  each of 
these ac t iv i t i e s .  The flow chart for  SCHAT i s  given i n  Fig. 8. Many 
of the statements in th i s  subroutine are  required to  find the location 
i n  the one dimensional arrays NSET and QSET of an act ivi ty .  
statements do  n o t  add significantly to  the execution time of the program 
since i f  two dimensional arrays were used, the FORTRAN compiling system 
would perform the function. 
These 
If  the node from which ac t iv i t i e s  are to  be scheduled i s  a 
deterministic node, i t  will have a node type of e i ther  1 o r  3.  When 
th i s  i s  the case, a l l  ac t iv i t i e s  emanating from the node will be sched- 
uled to  occur and an end of act ivi ty  event will be inserted into the 
i 
ii 




/ I  FOR 
ONE WORD INTEGERS 
* L I S T  SOURCE PROGRAM 
SUBitOUTINE E V N T S ( ~ E N D t N S E T 9 O S E T l  EVNT LO 
EVNT 20 D I Y E N S I O N  N S E T ( l I , Q S E T ( l l  
COMMON I O I I M ~ I N I T ~ J E V N T ~ J M N I T ~ M F A ~ M S T O P ~ ~ X ~ M X C I N C L C T ~ N ~ I S T ~  EVNT 3 0  
~ N O O I N O R P T ~ N O T ~ N P R M S ~ N R U N ~ N R U ~ S * Y S T A T ~ O U T I I S E ~ D ~ T N O W ~  EVNT 40 
EVNT 50 ~ T B E G ~ ~ F I N ~ M X X I N P R N T ~ N C R D R ~ N E P ~ V Q O ~ ~ I I ~ I ~ M ~ ~ A X O S ~ ~ A X Y S  
COMMON A T 9 I B ~ l l t E " I ? l 3 l 1 r I N N ~ 3 1 1 ~ J C E L S ~ 5 s 2 2 ~ ~ K R A N K 1 3 l l ~ ~ A X F I Q l 3 1 ~ ~  EVNT 60 
C 
C** * * * IF  END NODE I S  ZERO START NETWORK BY SCPEDULIhG A C T I V I T I E S  
C*****FROM EACH SOURCE NODE 
C 
I F I N E N D ) 4 t 4 , 5  
4 DO 10 N X l r N S R C  
M=NSORC(Nl 




C*****REOUCE NO. OF RELEASES FOR END NODE BY 1. 
C*****TEST TO SEE IF NODE 15 RELEASED. 
C 
5 N R E L l N E N D l = N R E L ( N E N D ) - l  
I F ( N R E L 1 N E N O ) I  9 1 7 9 9 9  
C 
C*****TEST TO SEE I F  NODE CAN BE RELEASED MORE THAN CNCE. 
C 
C 
C*****TEST TO SEE I F  S T A T I S T I C S  ARE TO BE COLLECTED ON THE NODE. 
C 
9 I F ( N T Y P E I N E N D ) - 2 1  9 9 9 9 9 9 5 0  
7 DO 8 K = l r Y S K S  
8 COQTINUE 
RETURN 
I F ( N E N D - N S I N K 1 K ) I  8 ,4098  
50  CALL SCHATINEND*" ISETtQSET l  
C 
C*****REDJCE NO. OF S I N K  NODES R E A L I Z t D  BY ONE. COLLECT S T A T I S T I C S .  
C 
40 NSKSRINSKSR-1 
CALL  C O L C T ( T N O W ~ Y ~ N S E T t Q S E T 1  
CALL H I S T O l T N O W ~ X L O W ~ K ~ ~ ~ I D I H o 1 K I  
C 
C*****TEST TO SEE I F  NETWORK S I M U L A T I O N  IS COYPLETE. 
C 
I F ( N S K S R 1  2 2 * 1 0 0 * 9 9 9  
2 2  CALL E R R O R l 2 2 ~ N S E T t Q S E T l  
999 I F l N Q ( N E N D ) l  2 2 9 9 9 9 5 0  
C 
C*****NETWORK HAS BEEN S IMULATED ONE MORE TIME. ADD TNOW TO TOTAL TIMEIEVNT 3 9 0  
C 
100 TOTIM=TOTIM+TN3W EVNT 4 0 0  
C 
EVNT 4 1 0  C*****TEST TO SEE I F  A L L  RUNS HAVE BEEN MADE. 
C 
I F ( N R U N S - N R U N 1 1 1 O ~ 1 1 0 ~ 1 1 5  EVNT 4 2 0  
C 
C * * * * * R E I N I T I A L E  FOR ANOTHER RUN BY REMOVING A L L  EVENTS FROM EVENT EVNT 4 3 0  
C** * * *F ILE  AVD RESETTING NETWORK VALUES. EVNT 4 L O  
C 
1 1 5  
116 
120 
3 6  
3 7  
110 
1 4 2  
I F I N Q ( 1 1 1 2 2 t 1 2 0 t 1 1 6  
CALL  Rb'OVE(MFE(lI~l~NSET~QSET1 
GO TO 1 1 5  
NRUNsNRUN+l 
J T R I B ( l I = O  
A T R S B ( l ) = O .  
CALL  F I L E M ( I * N S E T I O S E T I  
TNOWSO. 
DO 36 I J = l , N O Q  
Q T I M E l I J I = O . O  
NSKSR=NSKST 
DO 37 I J = l * N N  





DO 1 4 2  I J = l t V O O  




ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR EVNTS 
COMMON 1 0 7 2  VARIABLES 6 PROGRAM 3 3 4  
END OF C O ~ P I L A T I O N  
EVNT 7C 
EVNT d J  
EVNT YO 
EVNT 100 
EVNT 1 i O  
EVLT 1 2 3  
EVkT  1 3 0  
EVNT 140 
EVNT 1 5 0  
EVNT 1 6 0  
EVNT 17G 
EVNT 1 8 0  
EVNT 1 9 0  
EVNT 2 0 0  
EVNT 2 1 0  
EVNT 2 2 0  
EVNT 2 3 0  
EVNT 2 4 0  
EVNT 2 5 0  
EVNT 2 6 0  
EVNT 270 
EVNT 2 8 0  
EVNT 2 9 0  
EVNT 3CO 
EVNT 3 - 0  
EVNT 3 2 0  
EVNT 3 3 0  
EVNT 3 4 0  
EVNT 3 5 0  
EVNT 3 6 0  
EVNT 3 7 0  
EVNT 3 8 0  
EVNT 4 5 0  
EVNT 4 6 0  
EVNT 47C 
EVNT 4 8 3  
EVNT 4 9 0  
EVNT 500 
EVNT 5 1 0  
EVNT 5 2 0  
EVNT 5 3 0  
EVNT 5 4 0  
EVNT 5 5 0  
EVNT 5 6 0  
EVNT 57c' 
EVNT 5 8 0  
EVNT 5 9 0  
EVNT 600 
EVNT 610 
EVNT 6 2 0  
EVNT 6 3 0  
EVNT 6 4 0  
EVNT 6 5 0  
19. 
Fig. 7 FORTRAN Listing of Subroutine EVNTS 
i 
Subroutine SCHAT I 
No 
Yes 
Schedule an end o f  a c t i v i t y  
event f o r  each branch eman- 




Sample t o  determine 
which a c t i v i t y  should 
be r e a l i z e d  f o r  t h i s  
s imulat ion run. 
Schedule an end o f  
a c t i v i t y  event f o r  
t he  branch selected 
The end o f  a c t i v i t y  t ime i s  
obtained by adding a deviate 
(DEV) obtained from subroutine 
SAMPL t o  the cu r ren t  t ime 
( RETURN ) 
Fig. 8 Flow Chart o f  Subroutine SCHAT f o r  Scheduling 
End o f  A c t i v i t y  Events 
21. 
> '3 I 
I 
3 
event f i l e  fo r  each ac t iv i ty .  The end node of the act ivi ty  i s  stored 
i n  JTRIB(1) as shown i n  the statement sequenced as SCAT 230. The 
parameter s e t  for  the ac t iv i ty  is  stored i n  JTRIB(2) and the d i s t r i b u -  
t i o n  type in JTRIB(3) so tha t  these values will be available to  sub-  
routine SAMPL when i t  is called i n  the statement sequencer! as SCAT 250. 
After these values are defined, subroutine SAMPL i s  called and the time 
to  perform the ac t iv i ty  i s  returned i n  the variable DEV. DEV i s  added 
to  current time, TNOW, t o  determine the time a t  which the end of the 
act ivi ty  will occur. This i s  stored i n  the buffer storage vector 
ATRIB(1). The event i s  inserted into the event f i l e  by call ing the 
GASP IIA subroutine FILEM w i t h  a f i l e  number of  1 .  T h i s  procedure i s  
continued for  deterministic nodes until a l l  ac t iv i t i e s  emanating from 
the deterministic node are scheduled. 
When the node type is probabi l i s t ic  (node type 2 or  4)  then a 
sampling procedure i s  used t o  determine which one of  the ac t iv i t i e s  
should occur. 
cumulative probability that  a branch o r  one of the previous branches 
stored in the f i l e  of the node will be taken. By testing i n  the order 
i n  which the ac t iv i t i e s  are stored i n  the f i l e ,  the ac t iv i t i e s  will be 
selected w i t h  the same relat ive frequency as indicated by the probabil- 
i t i e s  on the branches. 
scheduled in the same manner as the ac t iv i t i e s  emanating from adeter-  
ministic node. 
A random number is generated and tested against the 
When one ac t iv i ty  is  selected to  occur i t  i s  
A return i s  made a t  this p o i n t .  
The subroutine DRAND i s  used to  generate a random number. This 
For the IBM 1130, subroutine uses the system random number generator. 
22. 
th is  i s  subroutine RANDU and has two arguments: 
random integer;  and RNUM, the random number generated. I f  the system 
random number generator is  different  , then only subroutine DRAND need 
be changed i n  order t o  use the system random number routine. 
ISEED, an i n i t i a l  
The FORTRAN l i s t i n g  f o r  subroutine SCHAT i s  given i n  F ig .  9 .  
Subroutine SAMPL ( DEV ,NSET ,QSET) 
Subroutine SAMPL obtains a deviate, D E V ,  which represents the 
time to  perform an ac t iv i ty .  The value of DEV i s  determined by sampling 
from the distribution type of the ac t iv i ty  defined i n  JTRIB(3) with the 
parameter s e t  given by JTRIB(2). Subroutine SAMPL i s  only called from 
subroutine SCHAT where JTRIB(2) and JTRIB(3) are s e t .  
SAMPL, these values are assigned t o  the variables JP andJD respectively. 
In subroutine 
A computed GO TO statement based on the value of JD i s  used t o  
determine the distribution type from which the deviate i s  to  be obtained. 
The flow chart for  subroutine SAMPL i s  shown i n  Fig. 10, and the FORTRAN 
l i s t i ng  i s  given in Fig. 11 .  
the distribution type i s  shown in the statement sequenced as SAMPL 130. 
From F i g .  10 and 11 the following distribution type codes can be 
identified: 
The computed GO TO statement for  specifying 
(1 )  
( 2 )  The deviate will be drawn from a normal d i s t r i b u t i o n ;  
(3) 
(4 )  
T h i s  subroutine has been written to  permit the addition of other 
The deviate will be a constant value; 
The deviate will be drawn from a uniform distribution; 
The deviate will be drawn from an Erlang distribution. 
distributions by inserting additional numbers i n  the computed GO TO 
/ /  FOR 
* ONE WORD INTEGERS 
* L I S T  SOURCE PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE SCHAT(NODEtNSET,PSET)  
D IMENSION N S E T ( l ) , Q S E T ( l )  
COMMON I D , I M ~ I N I T , J E V N T , J M N I T ~ M F A ~ ~ S T O P I M X , M X C ~ N C L C T ~ N H I S T ~  
l N O Q ~ N O R P T ~ N O T t N P R M S , N R U N , N R U N S , N S T A T , O U T ~ I S E E D ~ T N O ~ ~  
~ T B E G ~ T F I ~ , ~ X X I N P R N T I N C R D R , N E P , V N Q ( ~ ~ ) V I M M ~ M A X Q S ~ M A X ~ J S  
1 M F E ( ~ ~ ) ~ M L C ( ~ ~ ~ ~ M L E ( ~ ~ ) S N C E L S ( ~ ) , N ~ ( ~ ~ )  r P A R A M ( 4 0 , 4 ) r Q T I M E ( 3 1 ) ,  
2 S S U M A ( l t l ) , S U M A ( 5 , 5 ) r N A M E I 6 ) , N P R O J 1 M O M t N D A Y t ~ l Y R ~ J C L R ~ ~ T R I B ( 5 )  
COMMON NSINK(~),NSKST,NSKSRINSKSINSKS,NS~RC(~),NRELP(~O)~NREL(~O),  
l N T Y P E ( 3 O ) r X L O W ( 5 ) t W I D T H ~ 5 ) , T O T I M , N N  9NSRC 
COMMON A T R I B ~ 1 ~ ~ E N Q ~ 3 l ~ r I ~ N O r J C E L S ~ 5 , 2 2 ) , K R A N K ~ 3 l ~ ~ M A X N Q ~ 3 1 ~ ~  
C 
C**+**NEXT IS L O C A T I O N  OF F I R S T  ENTRY I N  F I L E  c1F A C T I V I T I E S  WITH START 





C*****CENERATE A RANDOM NUMBER RNUM. 
C 
C 
C* * * * *OETAIN S T A R T I N G  LOCATION I N  NSET OF ENTRY. 
C 
C 
C**+**TEST I F  D E T E R M I N I S T I C  OR P R O B A B I L I S T I C  NODE. 
C 
CALL DRAND( ISEED9RNUM)  
1 I N D X N = ( N E X T - l ) * M X X  
GO TO ( 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 ~ 2 0 0 ) 1 N T  
1 0 0  DO 10 I f l e I M  
I N D X = I N D X N + I  
10 J T R I B (  I ) = N S E T (  IPJDX) 
C 
C* * * * *OBTAIN SAMPLE FOR A C T I V I T Y .  
C 
CALL  S A M P L ( D E V t N S E T 9 Q S E T )  
A T R I B ( l ) = T N O W + D E V  
C 
C * * * * * F I L E  END OF A C T I V I T Y  EVENT I N  EVENT F I L E .  
C 
C A L L  F I L E M ( 1 9 N S E T t Q S E T )  
GO TO ( 1 1 0 9 4 , 1 1 0 9 4 ) r N T  
C 
C*****DETERMINE I F  OTHER A C T I V I T I E S  ARE IN F I L E .  
C 
1 1 0  INDX=INOXN+MX 
NEXT=NSET(  I N D X )  
I F ( N E X T = 7 7 7 7 1 1 t 4 , 2 3  
23 C A L L  ERROR(23 ,NSETtQSET)  
4 RETURN 
200 I N O X = ( N E X T = l ) * I M M + l  
C 
C* * * *+ fEST RNUM AGAINST P R O B A B I L I T Y  (CUM.) OF R E A L I Z I N G  THE A C T I V I T Y @  
C 
I F ( Q S E T ( I N D X ) - R N U M ~ 1 l O ~ l O O ~ l O O  
END 
FEATURES SUPPORTED 
ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REOUIREMENTS FOR SCHAT 
COMMON 1 0 7 2  V A R I A B L E S  1 2  PROGRAM 1 7 0  
END OF C O M P I L A T I O N  












20 23 * 
30 
40 
5 0  
60 
7 0  
eo  
Y O  
1g0 
SCAT 110 
SCAT 1 ~ 0  
SCAT 1 3 0  
SCAT 1 4 0  
SCAT 1 5 0  
SCAT 1 6 0  
SCAT 1 7 0  
SCAT 180 
SCAT 1 9 0  
SCAT 200 
SCAT 2 1 0  
SCAT 2 2 0  
SCAT 2 3 0  
SCAT 2 4 0  
SCAT' 2 5 0  
SCAT 2 6 0  
SCAT 2 7 0  
SCAT 2 8 0  
SCAT 2 9 0  
SCAT 300 




SCAT 3 5 0  
SCAT 360 










/ /  FOR 
* ONE WORD INTEGERS 
* L I S T  SOUHCE PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE S A M P L ( D E V t N S E T t Q S E T )  
D I M E N S I O N  N S E T ( l ) t Q S E T ( l )  
COMAON I D ~ I M ~ I N I T ~ J E V N T ~ J M N I T ~ M F A , M S ~ O P , M X ~ M X ~ M X C ~ N C L C T ~ N H I S T ~  
l h O Q t N O R P T t N O T ~ N P R M S t N R U N ~ N R U ~ S t N S T A T ~ O U T t I S ~ E D t ~ N 0 ~ ~  
2TBEGtTFfNtMXX,MPRNTINCRDR,NEPIVNQ(31]  ~ I M M I M A X Q S ~ Y A X N S  
1 M F E ( ~ ~ ) ~ M L C ( ~ ~ ) ~ M L E L ~ ~ ) ~ N C E L S ( ~ ) ~ N Q ( ~ ~ ) ~ P A R A ~ ( ~ O ~ ~ ) S ~ T I ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
2 S S U M A ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S U M A ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ N A M E ~ ~ ) ~ N P R O J ~ M O N ~ N D A Y ~ N Y R ~ J C ~ R I J T R I ~ ~ ~ ~  
COMMON N S I N K ( ~ ) ~ N S K S T I N S K S R I N S K S ~ N S O R C ( ~ ) ~ ~ ~ R E L P ( ~ O ) ~ N R E ~ ( ~ O ) ~  
lNTYPE(30),XLOW(5)tWIDTH(S) v T O T I M t N N  tNSRC 
J P n J T R I B ( 2 )  
J D = J T R I B ( 3 )  
GO TO ( 1 * 2 t 3 t 4 ) t J D  
1 D E V r P A R A M ( J P t 1 )  
RETURN 
2 DEV=RNORM{JP)  
RETURN 
3 A=PARAM ( J P  t 2  1 
B = P A R A M ( J P t 3 )  




COYMON A T R I B ( l ) t E N Q ( 3 l ) t ! N N ~ 3 l ) t J C E L S ( 5 ~ 2 2 ~ t K R A N K ( 3 l ) ~ ~ A X N Q ( 3 1 ) ~  
4 D E V = E R L N G l J P )  
FEATURES SUPPORTED 
ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR SAMPL 
COMMON 1 0 7 2  V A R I A B L E S  8 PROGRAM 8 2  
END OF C O M P I L A T I O N  
F i g .  11 FORTRAN L i s t i n g  o f  S u b r o u t i n e  SAMPL 
SAMP 10 






SAMP 80  
S A W  93 
SAIUIP 1.30 
SAMP 1 1 0  
SAMP 1 2 0  
SAYP 1 3 0  
SAMP 140 
SAMP 150 
SAMP 1 6 0  
SAMP 170 
SAMP 1 8 0  
SAMP 190 
SAMP 200 
SAMP 2 1 0  
SAMP 2 2 0  
SAMP 2 3 0  





statement and providing subprograms fo r  the calculation of DEV based on 
the new distribution types. Although not included i n  subroutine SAMPL, 
GASP IIA has subprograms to  sample from the Poisson distribution and 
the log-normal distribution. 
version due t o  storage 1 imitations. 
These were n o t  included i n  the IBM 1130 
* 
The array PARAM (40,4) contains a maximum of four a t t r ibutes  
A maximum of 40 parameter se t s  has associated with a distrubution. 
been included in the IBM 1130 version o f  the GERT simulation program. 
This permits a network w i t h  40 ac t iv i t i e s  each with a different  para- 
meter s e t  t o  be simulated, 
required i s  significantly less  than the number o f  ac t iv i t i e s  of the 
network since many ac t iv i t i e s  could use the same parameter s e t .  I n  
addition, i f  a constant i s  equal t o  the mean o f  the normal dis t r ibut ion,  
then the same parameter s e t  for the normal distribution can be used 
to  obtain a deviate which i s  equal to a constant value. 
i n  statement SAMPL 140 where DEV i s  s e t  equal t o  PARAM ( J P , l ) .  
l a r  discussion holds for the uniform distribution where only the minimum 
and maximum values of the parameter s e t  are required. 
Normally, the number o f  parameter s e t s  
This i s  seen 
A simi- 
Limitations and Requirements 
The GERT simulation program presented i n  th i s  report has been 
programmed and r u n  on the IBM 1130 system w i t h  8192 words of core s tor-  
age and 1 disc u n i t .  In order to  f i t  the program on th i s  computer, use 
*Since these subprograms call  other GASP subprograms which are p u t  
For 1 arger nlachines, these subprograms 
i n  LOCAL storage, they could not be p u t  i n  LOCAL storage. 
would take additional core storage. 




i s  made of the LOCAL and SOCAL features of the computer. A loading map 
for  the si tuation where the number of ac t iv i t i e s  of the network and the 
maximum number of simultaneous end of act ivi ty  events is  less  t h a n  o r  
equal t o  30 (ID i s  s e t  a t  30) i s  shown in Fig .  12 .  
the value of ID t o  40,subroutine RMOVE i s  also p u t  in LOCAL. From a 
general point of view, an ID value o f  40 i s  the l imit  for simulating 
general GERT networks since a maximum of 40 different  parameter se t s  
has also been s e t  by the dimension of the array PARAM. 
of parameter sets  i s  less  than 40, simulations have been performed on 
the IBM 1130 with an ID value equal t o  48. 
changing the dimensions on PARAM.) 
I n  order to  increase 
When the number 
(This was done without 
The GERT simulation program uses the system random number gener- 
For the IBM 1130 the system random number generator used i n  a tor .  
subroutine RANDU(ISEED,RNUM). 
fixed point variable. RNUM i s  the pseudo-random number obtained and i s  
the interval ( 0 , l ) .  The only subprogram which ca l l s  RANDU i s  subroutine 
DRAND. 
t o  include a particular random number generator. 
be a subroutine f o r  the IBM 1130 since a function cannot call  other 
subprograms in this system. I f  DRAND can be made a function, then the 
subprograms for  obtaining deviates from specified distributions can be 
simplified by putting DRAND direct ly  within the statement used f o r  
obtaining the deviate. 
J S E E D  i s  the s ta r t ing  value and i s  a 
Thus, i t  i s  only necessary t o  change subroutine DRAND i n  order 
DRAND i s  required t o  
The largest  node number which can be used with the GERT simulation 
Since node numbers must be greater than or equal t o  2 ,  program i s  31. 
/ /  XEP L 1  
~ L O C A L ~ D A T A N t S U M R Y ~ O T P U T ~ M O N T R ~ H I S T O ~ C O L C T ~ R N O R M ~ E R L N G  
R 40 0319 ( H E X I  A D D I T I O N A L  CORE REP D 
R 43 032A (HEXI  ARITH/FUNC OVERLAY S I Z E  
R 44 O5E2 ( H E X 1  F I O  C 1/0 OVERLAY S I Z E  
R 47 0006 I H E X I  WORDS A V A I L A B L E  
R 03 LOAD REQUIRES SYSTEM L O C A L r  L E V E L  1 













A M I N  
F A X 8  












n I S T O  
1 1 5 2  
l O F C  
1030 
1 7 C 4  
1688 
OFCC 
O F 2 5  
ODD2 
OD3C 
1 7 0 E  
1 6 8 6  
OD12  
OCFO 
1 6 9 5  
OC3D 




1 1 F C  
l l F C  
1 1 E F  
l l F E  
1 2 8 2  
l l E 4  
1 3 5 0  























S F I F  
SFAR 
S I A R X  
SFARX 
S I A R  


















S I O F  
S I O A I  
S U B I N  
S I O F X  
S I O I X  
SUBSC 
S I 0 1  
SREO 
FSTO 
F L D  
PRNTZ 
CARDZ 
S F I O  
D I S K 2  
HOLTB 
1 0 E 4  
1803 SOCAL 
l A C D  SOCAL 
1 A 8 C  SOCAL 
1 8 3 8  SOCAL 




O F 8 0  
OF90 
O F 8 8  
OFAA 
OF6C 
O F 5 4  
1 A 5 6  SOCAL 
1 5 3 1  SOCAL 
l 5 E 8  SOCAL 
1 5 3 0  SOCAL 
occ2 
1 6 3 A  SOCAL 
1 6 2 0  SOCAL 
l 5 E C  SOCAL 
1 5 9 6  SOCAL 
1 5 3 7  SOCAL 
1 5 2 C  SOCAL 
0384 
OCBB 
l 5 F O  SOCAL 
1 5 2 5  SOCAL 
1 5 2 4  SOCAL 
0398 
l 5 E C  SOCAL 
1608 SOCAL 
0 4 C 8  
1602 SOCAL 
l 5 A B  SOCAL 
0 3 C E  
1606 SOCAL 
1 5 2 A  SOCAL 
0 3 9 C  
0 3 8 8  
1 9 8 E  SOCAL 




1 L S 0 2  le07 
F L I P R  1 1 9 C  
O2CD ( H E X I  I S  THE EXECUTION ADOR. 
Fig. 1 2  Loading Map f o r  the GERT S i m u l a t i o n  Program f o r  t he  I B M  1130 
29. 
+ ' a  I 
this  permits a 30 node network to  be simulated on the IBM 1130 system. 
For computers with larger storage capacity, the number of nodes permitted 
i s  easily extended by changing the dimension of the following variables: 
V N Q ,  ENQ, INN, KRANK,  M A X N Q ,  MFE, MLC, MLE, N Q ,  QTIME, NRELP,  N R E L ,  and 
NTYPE. 
changed i n  the non-GASP subprograms. 
The l a s t  three variables are non-GASP variables and need only be 
The maximum number o f  source nodes i s  f ive.  To increase this 
number, the non-GASP array NSORC should be redimensioned to  the largest  
number of source nodes desired. 
s t a t i s t i c s  can be collected i s  f ive.  In  order to  increase th i s  number 
the following variables must be redimensioned: 
subscr ipt) ,  NCELS, SUMA (only the f i r s t  subscr ipt) ,  NSINK, XLOW, and  
WIDTH. The l a s t  three variables named are non-GASP variables and need 
The largest  number of nodes on which 
JCELS (only the f i r s t  
only be changed i n  the non-GASP subprograms. To increase the number of 
different parameter sets  which describe the distribution o f  the times 
t o  perform an ac t iv i ty ,  the f i r s t  subscript o f  the array PARAM should be 
increased. To increase the largest  number of ac t iv i t ies  p l u s  simultaneous 
end o f  ac t iv i ty  events, the variable ID must be read in during i n i t i a l -  
ization a t  the largest  value desired. 
be dimensioned t o  (5"ID)and QSET shou ld  be dimensioned a t  ID. 
simulation program i s  written so t h a t  only the dimension statement in the 
I n  the main program, NSET should 
The GERT 
main program need be changed t o  accomplish th i s  increase in the number 
o f  entr ies  in the f i l i n g  array. This i s  the reason for  carrying NSET 
and QSET as arguments t o  a l l  subprograms. 
No general statements can be made about the time required to  simu- 
la te  a network w i t h  a specified number of  nodes and ac t iv i t i e s .  The 
30. 
simulation time depends on: 
( 1 )  The number of nodes; 
( 2 )  The number of ac t iv i t i e s ;  
( 3 )  
(4 )  
( 5 )  
( 6 )  
The number of  feedback branches i n  a network; 
The probability of taking the feedback branches; 
The number o f  subprograms p u t  in LOCAL; and 
The number of  system operations p u t  in SOCAL. 
For a network w i t h  a single feedback branch and three nodes, i t  took 
less than three minutes to  perform 1,000 simulations of the network. 
For a network w i t h  ID=48 and many feedback brancheso i t  took approx- 
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GLOSSARY OF GASP I I A  SUBPROGRAMS 
AND VARIABLES 
NAME 
AMAX( ARGl , ARG2) 
XMAX( I A R G l  , IARG2) 
AMIN( ARGl , ARG2) 
COLCT(X, N, NSET, QSET) 
DATAN ( NSET , QSET) 
DRAND( ISEED, RNUM) 
ERLNG( J) 
ERROR( J , NSET, QSET) 
GASP I I A  Subprograms 
FUNCTION 
Sets AMAX t o  the  maximum o f  ARGl and 
ARG2. 
Sets XMAX t o  the maximum o f  I A R G l  and 
IARG2. 
Sets AMIN t o  the minimum o f  ARGl and 
ARG2. 
Sets Xi = X and c o l l e c t s :  
EXi i n  SUMA(N, 1 )  
i 
cxi2 i n  SUMA(N, 2 )  
i 
Number o f  observat ions o f  type N i n  
SUMA(N, 3)  
min (Xi) i n  SUMA(N, 4 )  
i 
max(Xi) i n  SUMA(N, 5)  
i 
Data i n p u t  and i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  r o u t i n e  
Generates a random number RNUM, us ing  
the computer system's random number 
rou t i ne .  
Generates a random deviate from an 
ERLNG d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  parameters i n  
P r i n t s  e r r o r  code J, NSET, and F i l e  1 
and c a l l s  SUMRY, Then c a l l s  E X I T .  
PARAM(J,I), I = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
35. 
‘ I  
i 
EVNTS( I NSET , QSET) 
FI LEM( JQ , NSET , QSET) 
FINDN( NVAL , MCODE, JQ  JATT 
KCOL, NSET, QSET) 
FINDQ( QVAL MCODE , JQ , JATT , 
TOL,  KCOL, NSET, QSET) 
GASP( NSET , QSET) 
.i . a  
HISTO(X1 , A ,  W ,  N )  
Written by the programmer t o  c a l l  
the subrout ine de f in ing  event I .  
S tores  the vector  ATRIB i n  QSET and 
JTRIB i n  NSET of F i l e  JQ. 
Locates KCOL of F i l e  JQ t h a t  has an 
a t t r i b u t e  value i n  row JATT of NSET 
r e l a t ed  t o  NVAL according t o  code 
MCODE. KCOL i s  the unknown e n t r y .  
Locates KCOL of F i l e  JQ t h a t  has an 
a t t r i b u t e  value i n  row JATT o r  QSET 
re l a t ed  t o  QVAL according t o  code 
MCODE w i t h i n  a tolerance of TOL,  KCOL 
i s  the unknown en t ry .  
Se lec t s  the next scheduled event and 
cont ro ls  simulation from s t a r t  t o  end. 
X1 i s  a value t o  be used t o  form h i s to -  
gram N .  A i s  the lower l i m i t .  W i s  
the c e l l  w i d t h  . 
LOCAT(JSW, K ,  JATT, NSET, QSET) Converts from a one dimensional repre-  
sen ta t ion  t o  two dimensional representa-  
t i on  f o r  JSW = 1 ,  2 .  Converts from a 
two dimensional representat ion t o  a one 
dimensional representat ion f o r  JSW = 3 ,  
4 .  JATT i s  always the a t t r i b u t e  number. 
For JSW = 1 o r  2 ,  K i s  the column number 
and LOCAT i s  s e t  t o  a c e l l  number o r  
index of QSET o r  NSET. For JSW = 3 o r  
4 ,  K i s  the c e l l  number of QSET o r  NSET 
and LOCAT i s  s e t  a t  the column number. 
MONTR( NSET , QSET) 
NPOSN( J , NPSSN) 
OTPUT( NSET , QSET) 
The  subroutine t h a t  enables a programmer 
t o  p r i n t  NSET a t  any time d u r i n g  a simu- 
l a t i o n  o r  t o  t r a c e  the events d u r i n g  a 
port ion of a s imulat ion.  
Generates a random deviate  from a Pois- 
son d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  parameter PARAM 
( J , I ) ,  I = 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 .  
A subroutine wr i t ten  by a programmer t o  
perform cal cu1 a t i  ons and provide addi ti  on - 
a1 output a t  the end  of a simulation r u n .  
36. 
PRNTQ( JQ , NSET , QSET) 
RLOGN ( J )  
RMOVE ( KCOL , 34, NSET , QSET) 
RNORM( J )  
SET(JQ, NSET, QSET) 
SUMRY (NSET , QSET) 
TMST(X, T ,  N ,  NSET, QSET) 
UNFRM(A, B) 
Prints average, standard dev ia t ion ,  
maximum number of  entries and conten ts  
of i n  File JQ. 
Generates a random devia te  from a log- 
normal d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  parameters 
PARAM ( J ,  I ) ,  I = 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4.  
Removes column KCOL from File JQ and 
s t o r e s  a t t r i b u t e  o f  NSET i n  the vec tor  
JTRIB and a t t r i b u t e s  o f  QSET i n  ATRIB. 
Generates a random devia te  from a normal 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  parameters PARAM(J, I )  , 
I = 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 .  
Performs func t ions  re1 a t ed  t o  e n t r y  
s to rage  and r e t r i e v a l  f o r  File JQ. 
Prints a f i n a l  GASP Sumary r epor t .  
S e t s  X i  = X and computes the time since 
the l a s t  change i n  va r i ab le  N ,  TTi , and 
col 1 ects : 
CTT i n  SSUMA(N, 1 )  
i 
CXi  *TTi i n  SSUMA(N 2) 
i 
C X ~ ~ * T T ~  i n  SSUMA(N , 2) 
i 
min( xi ) i n  SSUMA(N, 4) 
i 
max( Xi ) i n  SSUMA(N , 5) 
i 
Generates a random devia te  from a uniform 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  between A and B .  
37. 
GASP IIA Variables 
The following is  an alphabetized l i s t  of GASP IIA variables stored 
These variables must be used by a programmer with great care. i n  COMMON. 
All GASP variables are  i n  COMMON except the arrays NSET ,and QSET. 









JCELS(NHIST, MXC)  
Buffer for  a t t r i bu te  value being 
stored i n  or retrieved from QSET. 
Time integrated number of entr ies  i n  
a f i l e .  
Number of columns i n  to ta l  f i l i ng  
array, limited only by available 
storage . 
Number of a t t r ibu te  rows i n  NSET 
(IM=3) 
Number of a t t r ibu te  rows of QSET 
(IMM=l ) 
An indicator. The statements 
INIT=l 
CALL SET ( 1  ,NSET) 
i n i t i a l i z e  WET. 
A f i l e  indicator. 
i n  File J are  ordered by row KRANK(J) 
from lowest value to  highest value 
( L V F ) .  If  INN(J)=2, the entr ies  in 
File J are ordered by row KRANK(J) from 
the highest value t o  lowest value ( H V F ) .  
For the GERT simulation program a l l  
I N N ( J )  values are 1.  
If  INN(J)=l, entr ies  
The i n i t i a l  random number. 
Storage array for histograms. 
MXC s 22). 









JTRIB( 3 )  
KRANK ( N N  
MAXNQ(  NN) 
M FA 
MFE(NN) 
M L C ( N N )  
M L E ( N N )  
MSTOP 
An indicator. If  JCLR d 0 ,  the simula- 
tion i s  repeated w i t h o u t  changing the 
condition of the s t a t i s t i ca l  storage 
areas. If JCLR z 0,  the s t a t i s t i c a l  
storage areas are in i t ia l ized  prior 
to  repeating a simulation run. 
Code of event t o  be processed. Also 
used as a control i n  subroutine MONTR 
where i f  JEVNT=101, NSET is  printed, 
and i f  JEVNT=100, the next event i s  
printed until another event with 
JEVNT=100 occurs. 
An indicator. I f  JMNIT=l, each event 
is  monitored. If  JMNIT=O, no monitor- 
i n g  occurs. 
A local variable used in subroutine 
DATAN t h a t  reads in the i n i t i a l  random 
number seed value. JSEED must be 
positive for  TNOW t o  be s e t  t o  TBEG. 
Buffer for a t t r ibu te  values being 
stored i n  or retrieved from NSET. 
KRANK(J) i s  the a t t r ibu te  row on which 
f i l e  J i s  ranked. In the GERT simula- 
tion program, KRANK(J)  always is  1. 
MAXNQ(J) i s  the maximum number of 
en t r ies  i n  File J.  
Identifies the f i r s t  column in NSET 
available for  storing an event or 
en t i ty .  
MFE(J) i s  the f i r s t  entry in File J .  
MLC(J) i s  the next entry in File J t o  
be removed. I f  not s ecif ied,  MLC(J) 
is  s e t  equal t o  MFE(J P . 
MLE(J) i s  the l a s t  entry i n  File J .  
An indicator for  specifying method of 













I f  MSTOP=O, an end of simulation event 
must be included i n  w h i c h  
MSTOP i s  made negative t o  
s top  the simulation. NORPT 
can then be set t o  c a l l  SUMRY. 
I f  MSTOP > 0 ,  simulation ended when 
TNOW ;? TFIN. 
Successor row i n  a r r a y  NSET. 
MX=IM+1=4 
Largest number of cells t o  be used i n  
any histogram (MXC 5 22). 
Predecessor row i n  a r r ay  NSET. 
MXX=IM+2=5. 
NCELS(J) i s  the number of  cel ls  i n  
histogram J not  including end ce l l s  
(NCELS(J) 5 20) 
The number of  sets of s t a t i s t i c s  t h a t  
can be co l l ec t ed  i n  COLCT 
(NCLCT 2 5 ) .  
An ind ica to r  used i n  DATAN f o r  i n j t i a l i -  
za t ion .  NEP specifies the Data Card 
Type a t  w h i c h  reading of i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  
cards  i s  t o  begin  f o r  the next simula- 
t i o n  run. 
The number of  histograms t h a t  can be 
generated by HISTO (NHIST 5 5 )  
The number of  f i l es  i n  f i l i n g  a r r ay .  
(Equal t o  NN). 
An i nd ica to r .  I f  NORPT >O, SUMRY and 
OTPUT a r e  bypassed. I f  NORPT=O, 
SUMRY and OTPUT a r e  used. 
An i nd ica to r .  If  NOT=O, simulation 
s t a r t s  from beginning. 
check on NEP i s  made. 
I f  NOT > 0 ,  a 
Number of sets of parameters 
(NPRMS i 40) 
40. 
NQ(NN) 
N R U N  
NRUNS 








SSUMA (NSTAT J ) 




V N Q ( N N )  
NQ(J) i s  the current number of entries 
i n  Fi le  J .  
The number of the current simul ation 
run. 
The number of runs remaining, i n c l u d i n g  
the one being processed. 
The integer par t  of the f i l i n g  array. 
(ID limited by available storage). 
The number of sets of s t a t i s t i c s  tha t  
can be collected i n  TMST. 
i n  GERT simulation program) 
(NSTAT=O 
An indicator. 
I f  OUT=1 , an entry i s  t o  be removed 
from NSET. I f  OUT=O, 
an entry is  t o  be stored 
i n  NSET. 
Array fo r  storing parameter values. 
QTIME(J) i s  the time of the l a s t  use 
of Fi le  J .  
(NPRMS I 40) 
The real valued par t  of the f i l i n g  
array. (IM 5 10, ID limited by avail-  
able storage.) 
Array fo r  storing time s t a t i s t i c s  gen- 
erated by TMST (NSTAT 5 ) .  
Array for  storing s t a t i s t i c s  generated 
by COLCT. Not used i n  GERT simulation 
program. 
In i t i a l  value o f  TNOW. 
Time t o  end the simulation i f  MSTOP > 0. 
The current time of a simulation, 
Time integrated square of the number of 
en t r ies  i n  a f i l e .  
FORTRAN L i s t ing  o f  GASP IIA Subprograms used i n  the 
GERT Simulation Program 
41. 
APPENDIX B 
/ /  F 3 H  
* L I S T  SOURCE r l lOGRAM 
*3hE n'OfiD I K T E S E R S  
FUrdCT I ON Ai4 I I\ 
I F  ( AY51-AR62  1 
1 E T U  li 2: 
RETUR:n 
END 
1 Ak'I'4 = A R G l  
2 A M I \  = ARS2 
FFATUPES SUPPORTED 
OYtr L ~ J O H D  I YTEGEHS 
( A R G l r A H G 2 )  
1 9 1 9 2  
CORE REGU1Qk"EYT.S F a R  A v I Y  
C G ' j v O h  0 V A R I A E L E S  2 PROGRAM 32 
Ehi) OF C O 4 P I L A T I O Y  
/ /  F L K  
* C Y 5  d O ? D  I K T E G E R S  
* L I S T  SOURCt  Pl?OGRAM 
FUYCT I O h  XP~AX 
IF l I k Q i G 1  - I A R G Z )  2 9 2 9 1  
1 XVAX = I A R G l  
RETURN 
2 XYAX = I A P G Z  
9 E T U  ;i i\: 
EYD 
( I ARG 1 9  1 A i i G 2  ) 
FEATURES SUPPd i lTED 
ONE W O R D  I L T E G E R S  
/ /  FOR 
+OYE WCR3 I N T E G E R S  
+ L I S T  S S L l i C E  PROGRAY 
FU J C T I O N  A%AX t A R G l 9 A R G Z )  




1 AUAX = A R G 1  
2 4 4 A X  = ARG2 
FEATURES SUPPORTE3 
O L E  P!ORC I V T E G E I I S  
C O R t  R E O U I H t V E Y T S  FOR AvAX 
COiV'YOY 0 V A R I A B L E S  2 PYOGRAY 32 
F Y C  OF C O V P I L A T I S Y  
42. 
AM?iA 10 
AMNA 2 0  
AYRA 30 
AMyA 49 




X M X A  20  
Xt lXA 30  
XMXA 40 
XYXA 50 






AYXXA 5 G  
AYXA 6G 
AYXA 70 
43. C L T A  10 
C L T A  2 0  
C L T A  3 0  
C L T A  40 
C L T A  3G 
C L T R  1:J 
C L T A  113 
C L T A  1 2 3  
C L T A  i3C 
C L T A  149 
C L T A  153 
C L T A  16C 
C L T A  170 
C L T 9  ; 8 C  
C**** * ' IEP 1 5  A CCVTROL V A R I A B L E  FOR DETERMINI IQG THE S T A R T I N G  CARD 
C * * * x * T Y P t  FGK X U L T I P L E  RUN PROBLEMS. T H t  VALUE OF NEP S P E C I F I E S  THE 
C * * * * * S T A H T I K b  CARD TYPE. 
2 YT=hEP 
GG TO ( l t 5 9 6 t 4 1 r 4 2 t U 9 4 3 , 2 9 9 9 1 5 # 2 0 ) ~ ~ T  
2 3  C A L L  ERROR ( 9 5  rNSET rOSET 1 
1 YOT = 1 
KRUN = 1 
C * * * * * D A T A  C A R D  TYPE ONE 
READ ( L C R 3 R  t 101 rdAvEsbiPROJ,MOU t ivDAY 9NYRrNKUYS 
I F ( K 2 LI Y S 1 
3 0  C A L L  E X I T  
li) 1 FOR".rkT ( 6 A 2  9 I 4  9 I 2  9 1 2  t I 4  9 I4 
5 3 9 t 3 0 
= * * * * * D A T A  CARD TYPE TWO 
5 q E AD ( NC R D 9 + 8 0 3 ) N P R M 5 9 r\i t i  I S T 9 h C L C T f4S T A T 9 I D 9 I i.l* lLOQ M X C 9 I MM 
8 0 3  FOR'dAT ( 9 1 5 )  
I F  ( 9 H I S T )  4 1 9 4 1 t 6  
C**** *DATA CARD TYPE THREE I S  USED ONLY I F  i \ rH iST  I S  GREATER THAN LEK0 
C * * * * + S P E C I F Y  I\IUiU'EEH OF C E L L S  I N  H I S T O G R A V S  hOT INCLUDI ILG E l l 0  C E L L S  
6 ?EAD ( Y C R D R , 1 0 3 )  ( , ~ C E L S ( I ) , I = l t N H I S T )  
1 0 3  FCRVAT ( 1 0 1 5 )  
:**-***DATA CARD TYPE FOUR 
C * * * * * S P E C I F Y  <RA4\K=RAi%KING RON 
C****+KRANK = l t . ? ~ e . * I Y  FOR Rod KRA'VK I N  [JSttT 
C*****KRAYY = 1 0 1 t l C 2 r 4 ~ r 9 1 0 0 + I M M  FOR ROW (<KANK-1001 I N  NSET 
4 1  R E A 7  (NCRCQ. t l 03 )  ( K R A N K ( I ) , I = 1 9 N O C J )  
C * * * * * S P E C I F Y  I N h = 1  FOR F I F O 9  I Y Q I = 2  FOR LIFO 
C**** *CCT4 C A 3 D  TYPE F I V E  
42 P E 4  1 ( YCRDR 9 10 3 ( I \ t i  ( I ) 9 I = 1 9 NOQ 1 
I F  (t\lPR''S) 2 3 3 4 3 9 8  
8 DG 9 I = 19NPRMS 
C**** *DATA CAl?LI TYPE S I X  1s USED O&LY I F  NPRFlS IS GRkATER THAN ZERO 
qEAD ( N C R D l 3 1 1 0 6 )  ( P A H A . Y ( I t J ) t J = l r 4 )  
F J R  MA T ( 4 F 1 Ci 1 C 6 4 ) 
5 C3'dTIVUE 
C**+*+dQTA CARD TYPE SEVEN4 THE NEP VALUE IS FOR THE I.;EXT RUY. SET 
C*****JSEEl)  GREATER ThAN ZERO TO S E T  TiLOh; EQUAL TO TEEGI 
4 3  ? € A D  (PiCHDR9 1 0 4 )  M S T O P r J C L H , N O R P T , N E P ~ T ~ ~ G T T F I N I J S E E D  
1 0 4  FCR'/AT ( 4 1  5 9 2 F l Z r 3 9  1 4 )  
I F  ( J S E E D )  2 6 9 2 6 9 2 7  
C A L L  D R A Y D  ( I S E E D  t RNUM 1 
DC 1 4 2  J=lthOQ 
27 I S E E D = J S E E 3  
T N 3 d  = THEG 
44. 
OTNA 10 






DTNA 1 2 3  
OTNA 1 3 0  
D T k A  140 
DT,hA 1 5 0  
DTNA 160 
D T k A  170 
DTNA 180 
OTNA 190 
d T h A  200 
DTNA 210 
OTNA 2 2 0  
DTKA 230 
O T A A  2 4 0  
UTNA 2 5 0  
b T h A  260 
3 T N A  2 7 0  
D T h A  2 6 0  
DTNA 2 9 0  
D T k A  3 0 0  
OTNA 310 
DTNA 3 2 0  
DTNA 3 3 0  
D T h A  3 4 0  
GT'IIA 350 
D T k A  3 6 0  
DTNA 3 7 0  
OThA 380 
U T h A  3 9 0  
DTNA 4 G O  
O T h A  410 
DTNA 4 2 0  
DTihA 4 3 0  
DTNA 440 
D T k A  4 5 0  
DTQA 460 
DTNA 470 
D T h A  4b0 
D T h A  490 
GTNA 530 
DTNA 510 
d T k A  520 
DTKA 53i) 
PAGE 02  
I 
DTNA 5 4 0  
DTNA 5 6 0  C ***** I ;*i I T I AL I Z E &SET 
C * * * * * S P E C I F Y  I Y P U T S  FOR NEXT RUW 9TNA 5 7 0  
DTNA 5 8 0  C****+REPO I N  I N I T I A L  E V t i v T S  
DTNA 5 9 0  2YY DO 3 0 0  J S  = l t I D  
DTNA 600 C*****DATA CARD TYPE 8 
c + * * * * I ~ I T I A L I z ~  hSET BY JG EQUAL T O  A N E G A T I V E  VALUE ON F I R S T  EVEiLT GTNA 610 
DTNA 620 C+****CARD 
C**+**REA3 I N  I N I T I A L  EVEUTSr  END I N I T I A L  EVEiLTS AYD E l l l T I T I E S  W I T H  JP DThA 630 
C*****ECUAL T O  ZERO DTNA 640 
DTNA 6 5 0  I; E A  3 
l l l C  FC? 4 A T  ( 8 1  1 0  OTKA 660 
IF(J3) 4 4 r 1 5 9 3 2 9  DTNA 6 7 0  
DTNA 6 8 0  
DTNA 6 9 0  CALL  S E T ( l r U S E T 9 O S E T )  
DTNA 7 0 0  G 3  TO 3 3 0  
DTNA 7 1 0  
D T k A  7 2 0  
O T h A  7 3 0  
3 3 0  CO'JT I VUE DTNA 7 4 0  
C * * * * + J C L R  FE P O S I T I V E  FOR I N I T I A L I Z A T I O Y  OF STORAGE ARRAYS, OTNA 7 5 3  
1 5  I F (  J C L R  1 2 0 9 2 0 9 1 C  DTkA 7 6 0  
OTRA 7 7 0  1 3  I F ( K L C T  1 2 3  9 113 t 115 
116 DO le I = l t N C L C T  DTNA 780 
D f h A  7 9 0  DO 17 J = l r 3  
1 7  S!J'44(1,J1 = 0 1  DTN4 &i)O 
S U u A ( 1 9 4 )  = l r O E 2 0  D T k A  810 
110 I F  ( Y S T A T ) 2 3 r l l l t 1 1 7  UTNA 8 3 0  
1 1 7  30 3 6 0  I = 1 9 N S T A T  OTNA 8 4 0  
OTNA 8 5 0  
OTNA 8 7 0  
3 6 0  SSUMA( I 9 5  1 = -1rC)EZO DTlLA 8 8 0  
Ill I F l K H I S f ) 2 3 , 2 0 9 1 1 8  DTNA 8 9 0  
118  DO 3 8 C  K = 1,WHIST DTNA 9 0 0  
DO 380 L = l r M X C  DTNA 9 1 0  
3bO J C E L S ( Y 9 L )  = 0 CTNA 9 2 0  
DTNA 9 3 0  
OTNA 9 4 0  
102 F O f i v A T  ( l H l ~ l Z X * 2 2 H S I Y U L A T I O N  PROJECT N O r 8 1 4 , 2 X t 2 H B Y t 2 K t  DTKA 9 5 0  
1 N U M B E R , I 5 / / )  DTNA 9 6 0  
C * * * * * P S  I V T  PARAWETEQ VALUES Ah3 SCALE OTNA 4 7 0  
D T k A  9 8 0  
6 2  DO 6L  I = l t i d P R P ~ S  DTXA 990 
54 d R I T E  ( N P R K T 9 1 0 7 )  I t ( P A R A V ( I 9 J ) r J = 1 , 4 )  0 T h A 10 Ir 0 
1G7 F O ' ? ' 4 A T ( Z C X t l 4 H  GARAHETER h O e  t I 5 t 4 F 1 2 1 4 )  OTNA 10 1 0  
63 RFTJQY D TNA 1020 
E r  I? DThA 1930 
1 4 2  Q T I Y F ( J ) = T N O k i  
DTNA 5 5 0  26 J M N I T  = 0 
( NCRDQ 9 11 10 1 J W  9 ( J T R  I E3 ( JK  1 * J K = 1  t I Y 1 
4 4  I r u I T = l  
3 2 C  ? E A O ( N C R D R , 1 1 1 1 )  ( A T R I B ( J ~ ) r J K = l t I M ~ ~ )  
11 11 F0R"J'AP ( 9 F l C . 4  ) 
C A L L  F I L E N  ( JQ (,%SET 9QSET 1 
l e  S U " A ( I , 5 ) =  - 1 r O E 2 0  O T N A  a 2 0  
03 3 7 0  J = 1 4 3  
SSlJYA( 1 9 4 )  = 1 r O E 2 0  
3 7 0  S S L ' M A ( I g J 1  O r  DT,LA a60 
C**+**PRINT OUT PROGRAM I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  INFOt?MATIO% 
20 P'R I T E ( 1lPRNT t 1 0 2  1 kPRO J 9 h AME rr'40h 9 &DAY 9 > \ Y  R 9 hRUi\ 
I F ( t P H ' 4 5  1 6 0 1 6 0 9 6 2  
FEPTURFS SUPPORTED 
~ N F :  h'C'rl3 INTEGFRS 
COrilE REOUISEMENTS FOR D4TAY 
c 01.7 p.! r y 944 V A 3 I A t 3 l E S  1 4  PROGRAM 6 64 




. i  
/ /  FOR 
*ONE 43RD I Z T E G E R S  
+ L I S T  SGUSCE PQOGRArv1 
SUBROUTINE DRAND(ISEED,?NUM) 
R F  T t jRh  
C A L L  KA'\ICU ( I S E t D q R N U M )  
k r r ,  
FEATURES SUPPORTED 
O \ E  h O ? J  I N T t G E R S  
C O K E  QEOUIRkNENTS FOR DRAND 
c g v  yr: :< 3 V A R I A B L E S  0 PROGRAM 14 













LRKA 9 0  
ERXA 153 
EI IRA 110 
E R R A  123 
E2RA 130 
EQRA I d t O  
t ~ 3 A  150 
E:?liA 163 
E R R 4  17C 
E?RA 190 
E2KA 2rJ2 
E?RA 2 1 0  
E l i i i A  i20 
ERKA 230 
Ed8.1A 2 4 3  
E Q T G  2 5 0  
E i ? k  260 
E 2 R A  270 
E'iRA 2 n C  
E d R A  2 9 0  
,HRA 300 
E?t?A 319  
EXKA 223 
E;RA 3 3 0  
ERHP 3 4 0  
E k R A  350 
ERRA 3 7 0  
F R X G  3 2 0  
ERRA 390 
Ei iRA 4 C 3  
E,<i i f \  410  
E i i 4 A  420 
E i A A  r t 3 C  
t i 4 R A  4 5 3  
?-,?<A 460 
EAl iA  4 7 2  
E R l i A  480 
Ei i l iA  490 
ER?A 5 G O  
E I I ~ A  5 1 0  
El iHA 5 2 0  
El?RA 180 
t ; i X A  360 
E H d A  440 





. . t  
COPE ? E x J I R E ~ ~ N T s  FOR FILEY 
c 01.' %' 0 N 9 4 4  V A R  IACLES 4 PROGRAY 140 
E"4D GF C0'~ '?1  L4T 10% 
F ILA  100 
F ILA  110 
F ILA  1 2 0  
F ILA  133 
FILA 140 
FILA  159 
F ILA 160 
FILA 170 
F I L A  180 
FILA  1 9 0  
FILA  2i)O 
F ILA  213 
FILA  220 
F ILA  2 3 0  





C*****OYTAIY h t X T  EVEYT 'NHICH I S  F I R S T  ELTI.(Y I N  F I L k  1. A T r l I H ( 1 )  IS 
C+****EVtNT T I Y E 9  A T R I A ( 2 )  I S  E V k h T  C3DE 
L 
1 3  CALL 4 Y O V E ( . " F E ( 1 ) , 1 9 N S E T 9 Q S E T )  
TYOd = A T r i I C ( ( 1 )  
J iVh iT  = J T " I R ( 1 )  
C 
C*****TEST TO SEE I F  T H I S  EVELT IS A WONITOl< EVEluT 
c 
I F ( J E V Y T  - 1 9 0 1 1 3 r 1 2 r 6  
1 3  I = JEVqT 
C 
C*****CALL DSOGRAMVERS EVENT ROUTINES 
C 
CALL EVYTS ( I g U S E T t Q S E T )  
C 
C*****TFST rpETHOD FOR STOPPIiLG 
C 
I F  (' 'STOP) 4 0 1 9 9 2 0  
4(? '4STOP = 0 
C 
C*****TEST FOR N 3  SUVYARY REPORT 
C 
I F  (YORPT)  1 4 9 2 2 9 4 2  
2 C  I F L T Y O ~ ~ - T F I Y ) 8 t 2 2 r Z 2  
2 2  CALL SUMRY(NSFT*QSET) 




4 2  I F ( Y R U N S - ~ ) ~ L I ~ ~ ~ ~  
2 3  hiRU*JS = ":RUYS - 1 
YRtJiL = hf?U% + 1 
GO TO 1 
14 CALL ESROR(939NSETgQSfiT) 
6 CALL MONTR ( NSETtOSET 1 
GO TO 10 
C 
C*****QESET JF lY IT  
c 
1 2  I F ( J Y N I T ) 1 4 t 3 0 t 3 1  
3 3  JWYIT = 1 
3 1  J N Y I T  = 0 
GO T 3  10  
GO T3 10 
C 
C+****TEST TO SEL I F  EVENT 1 4 \ F 3 R ~ A T I O N  IS TO BE P 3 I \ T E D  
C 
Fc I F ( J " Y I T ) 1 4 , 1 0 t 3 2  
3 2  J T R I E I ( ~ )  = JEvNT 
JE'JhT = 100  
5 C  TO 10 
CALL ' ~ ' O L T R ( ' ~ S F T ~ ~ J S E T  1 
,- c 
9 RETURY 
E R E  
FEATURES SUF'D0'7TEZ 
O L t  \ k3RD IYTEGEHS 
C3QE REUUI?EVEYTS FOR GASP 
CO'-'\'OY 9 L 4  'JAXIASLES 2 Pi70CRA" 2 1 8  




GSPA 3 0  
GSPA 4 0  
GSPA 90 
G 9 A  100 
G5PA 110 
GSPA 1 2 0  
GbPA 1 3 0  
GSPA 140 
GbPA 150 
GSPA 1 6 0  
GSPA 1 7 3  
GSPA 1 8 0  
GSPA 190 
GSPA 2 0 0  
GSPP 2 1 0  
b5PA L L O  
GSPA 2 3 0  
GSPA 2 4 0  
OSPA 2 5 0  
GSPA 2 6 0  
GSPA 2 7 0  
GaPA 280 
GSPA 2 9 0  
GSPA 3 0 0  
CSPA 3 1 0  
(ISPA 3 2 0  
GSPA 3 3 0  
GSPA 4 4 0  
GSPA 3 5 0  
GSPA 3 6 0  
bSDA 3 7 0  
GSPA 3 8 0  
GSPA 3 9 0  
G5PA 400 
GSPA 4 1 0  
G5PA 4 2 0  
GSP4 4 3 0  
..hPA 4 4 0  
GSPA 4 5 0  
GSPA 4 6 3  
G5PA 4 7 0  
GSPA 4 3 0  
GSPA 4 9 0  
kSPA 5 0 C  
C S J P  5 2 0  
GSPA 5 3 0  
C,SPA 3 1 0  
ILST?UCTIORS G5PA 5 4 0  
G5DA > 5 0  
(;SPA 560 
/ /  FOR 
* L I S T  SOURCE PROGRAM 
+ONE WORD INTEGERS 
SUBROUTINE HISTO (XltA,W,NI 
COMMON I D ~ I M ~ I N I T ~ J E V N T ~ J M N I T t M F A , M S f O P ~ M X C , N C L C T ~ N H I S T ~  
1N04~NORPT~NOT~NPRMS,NRUN,NRUNStNSTAT,OUTt ISEEDt~NOWt  
2 T B E C t T F I N ~ M X X ~ N P R N T ~ N C R D R , N E P , V N Q ( 3 l l ~ I M M ~ M A X Q S ~ M A X N S  
1 M F E ~ 3 1 ~ ~ M L C 1 3 1 ~ ~ M L E ~ 3 l ~ s N C E L S ~ 5 ~ ~ N Q ~ 3 2 ) r P A R A M ~ 4 O e 4 ~ s Q T I M E ~ 3 l l ~  
2 S S U M A l l t l l ~ S U M A ~ 5 ~ 5 ~ ~ N A M E ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ P R O J I M O N t N D A Y ~ N Y R ~ J C L R ~ J T R I B ~ 5 1  
COMMON A T R I B ~ 1 ~ ~ E N ~ ~ 3 1 ~ ~ I N N ~ 3 l ~ ~ J C E L S ~ 5 ~ 2 2 ~ , K R A N K ~ 3 l ~ ~ M A X N ~ ~ 3 1 1 ~  
I F  (N-NHISTI l l i e l l t 2  
2 WRITE (3,250) N 
250 FORMAf(l9H ERROR I N  HISTOCRAMe14//) 
C A L L  EXIT 
11 IF(N)2e2,3  
C 
C**++*TRANSLATE X 1  BY SUBTRACTING A IF XaLEcA THEN ADD 1 TO FIRST CELL 
C 
3 X = X l = A  
6 I C - 1  
I F  ( X 1 6 r 7 r 7  
GO TO 6 
C 
C+++*~DETERMINE CELL NUMBER IC* ADD 1 FOR LOWER L I M I T  CELL AND 1 FOR 
C+****TRUNCAT1ON 
C 
7 I C  * x/w + 2. *bo001 
I F  ( I C  0 NCELS(N1 - 1) 8 r 8 e 9  
9 IC NCELS(NI+Z 




ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR HISTO 
COMMON 9 4 4  VARIABLES 4 PROGRAM 122 









HSTA 1 3 0  
HSTA 140 
HSTA 150 
HSTA 1 6 0  
HSTA 170 












/ /  FOR 
*ONE WORD I N T E G E R S  
+ L I S T  SOURCE PROGRAU 
SURROUTIYE u 3 N T R ( N S E T t Q S E T )  
D I Y I E N S I O N  & S F T ( l ) , O S E T ( l )  
CO'b'MON I D 9 I ivr 9 I N I T r JE VN T r JY M I T 9 Y F A  9 K S T OP 9 4: X 9 Y XC 9 NC L C  T r NH I S T r 
1NOOrNORPT *NOT 9NPRPS ri\(RUN 9KSUNS r K S T A T  ,OUT r ISEED,  TiJOW g 
2 TREG 9 T F  I N 9 VX X 9 NPRKT r YCRDR 9 h E P  r VNQ ( 3 1 1 
1 Y F E ( 3 1 ) ~ M L C ( 3 1 ) ~ ~ L E ( 3 1 ) , N C E L S ( 5 ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ P A R A ~ ~ 4 O r 4 ~ ~ Q T I ~ ~ E ~ 3 l ~ r  
2 SSUvA ( 1 9 1 1 9 SUVA ( 5 9 5 1 9 N A ' X  ( 6 ) 9 N PRO J 9 YON 9 NDAY 9 >I Y K 9 J C L H  9 J T ii I F! ( 5 1 
I !VIM 9 XAXGlS t MAXNS 
CO?JVON AT R I R ( 1 1 9 EN0 ( 3 1 9 I XR ( 3 1 1 9 J C E L S  ( 5 9 2 2 1 P KR IINK ( 3 1 1 r MAXNL) ( 3 1 1 r 
C 
C** * * * IF  J E V N T  eGEe 101, P X I ' J T  N S E T  
C 
I F  ( J E V N T  - 101)  99799 
7 P!RITE ( N p R N T 9 1 0 0 )  TQOu' 
1 2 X 9 1 2 H T I ; v t E  U N I T S * * / / )  
100 F O R ' ~ A T ( 1 H 1 ~ 1 O X 3 1 H * * ~ A S P  J O B  STORAGE AREA DUMP A T v F l O e 4 ,  
h R I T E  ( Y P R h f 9 2 0 0 )  
200 F O R M A T ( 3 0 X r 4 H N S E T / )  
DO 210 I = l , I D  
I L = (  1-1 ) * M X X + 1  
I V = I L + V X X - l  
90 FORVAT ( 1 3 X  9 1 5 9 5 X  s 1 2 1 5  1 
210 w R I T E ( N P R N T 9 9 0 1  1 9 ( Y S E T ( I J ) t I J = I L , I V )  
WR I TE ( NPllPdT 9 2 0 2  ) 
202  F 0 ~ ~ A T ( / / 3 0 X , 4 H O S E T / )  
DO 2 1 5  I=l,ID 
IL=( I - l ) * I L l ' J l + l  
I V = I L + I F1i.l- 1 
2 1 5  % R I T E ( N P R N f r 9 5 )  1 , ( 3 S E T I I J ) , I J = I L , I V )  
95 F O R Y A T ( 1 3 X 9 1 5 ~ 4 X s l O ( E l Z e ~ ~ Z X ) )  
RETURN 
9 I F ( V F E ( 1 ) ) 3 , 6 , 1  
C 
C * * + + * I F  J Y N I T  = 1 s P R I N T  TNO&rCURREi\T EVENT CODE, AND A L L  A T T R I B U T E S  OF 
C****+TPE XEXT EVENT 
C 
1 I F  ( J r 4 N I T  a 1 )  39493 
3 WRITE (NPRNT 9 199 1 
199 F 3 R ? J A T ( / / / 3 6 X 2 6 H  ERROR E X I T t T Y P E  99 ERQORe)  
C A L L  F X I T  
4 IYDX=MFE ( 1 )  
I L = ( I N D X - - 1 ) * W X X + l  
I v= I L+MX x - 1  
d R I T E  ( N P R N T v 1 0 3 )  T N O d , J T R I E ( l )  t(NSET( I )  t I = I L * I V )  
1 0 3  FORiVlAT ( / /23X23HCLJr iRE,UT E V E N T e * . e T I M E  =,Fee2,5X7hEVENT =*I79 
1 / 2 0 X 1 7 H N E X T  E V E N T ( N S E T ) e r ( S I l O )  1 
I L= ( I NDX-1 I * I  $ . l V + l  
1 v= I L+ I rw - 1 
W R I T E ( ~ P R f ~ T ~ 1 Z O ) ( O S E T ( I ) ~ I = I L , I V )  
120 F O R M A T ( / 2 0 X 1 9 H N E X T  E ~ E N T ( Q S E T ) . e e ( ( 6 E 1 % . 4 1 )  
5 RETURV 
6 W R I T E  ( ~ P R N T I ~ O ~ )  ThOW 
104 FORYAT ( l O X 9 1 9 H  F I L E  1 IS EMPTY A T 9 F 1 0 . 2 )  
GO T 3  5 
END 







;4CfrlA 120  
MONA 130 
MOkA 140 







k:i)YA 2 2 0  
iYOPdA 2 3 0  
MONA 240 
MONA 2 5 0  
MOXA 263 
VOiuA 2 7 0  
MOhA 2 8 0  
V 3 N A  290 
YCNA 301) 
MONA 3 1 0  
M 9 Y A  320 
IVIONA 3.30 
MONA 340 







MONA L 2 0  
MOfrlA 4 3 C  
MONA & 4 0  




YONA 4 9 0  
MONA 503 
FEATURES SUPPORTED 
ONE WORD I N T E G E R S  
CCPE REQUIREVENTS F O l i  M O Y T H  
CG;1YOh 944 V A R I A B L E S  8 PROSRAY 420 
END O F  C O M P I L A T I O N  
52. 
PSNA 10  
PSNA 20  
PbNA 33 
I 'ShA '33 
P 5 K 4  9 3  
PS,\A 120 
3 S < I U A  110 
D5:.iA 1 2 C  
PShA 1 3 3  





PSUA 200  
PShA 210 
FSt'\rA 2 3 0  
PLXA 2 4 3  
P 5 N k  25s  
PShA L5C 
PSNA 2 7 3  
?ShA 230 
P S K A  2 9 0  
PSNA 140  
P S w  2 2 9  
PZQA 1'3 53 
Pl iQA 23 
P 2 d A  30 
PRQA 40 
P P G A  9 3  
P ? 3 A  103 
PRQk 113 
P3OA ~ 1 3  
PHOA 1 3 8  
PRQA 143 
P 1 3 A  1 5 0  
? k J A  160 
PKWA 170  
? d k A  lslj 
PIIQA 190 
P 2 G A  L J C  
(i i+*Q* SUQ!?3UT I “ I t  e 
c 
VCOL = K C C I L L ( 1 )  
I F  ( Y C O L )  16t1692 
16 C A L L  E 4 Z C H  (979USFT,L‘SET 
2 V L C ( J C 1  = K C O L  
C 
C*****PUT VALUES O F  YCCL 1 %  A T  
C 
I h D X  = ( Y C O L  - 1 )  * IM.1” 
DO 3 ! = 19IM:Vl 
:w :x  = I N D X  + I 
? A T R I H ( 1 )  = CSET(1:IC.X) 
1‘4;)X = ( I ( C 0 L  - 11 * v x x  
DO 13 I = l * I M  
1t;nx = I U C X  + 1 
C 
13 J T R I R ( 1 )  = ILSET(fP!!IX) 
R I E ?  
C*+***SET O U T = l  AND C A L L  SET T3 R E K 3 V E  E N T R Y  F170:L: NSET 
C 
OUT = l r  
C A L L  S E T  ( J O 9 h S E T t d S E T l  
RFTUR‘r 
E h D  
FEATURFS SUPPORTFC 
O>,E h Q R C  I V T E G F R S  
C2;ik I F 4 U I R E M E N T S  F O R  IIxdOVE 
COV%’3N 944 VAP I A R L E S  6 PROGRAY 1 4 2  
EqVD CIF C 3 M P I L A T I G h  
2i4VA 90 
I IMVA 103 
W V A  1 1 G  
I-(’:VA 120 
RiVVA 1 3 C  
ZYVA 143 
RYVA 1 5 0  
ili4VP. 160 
R W V A  1 7 0  
AMVA 180 
i : t V A  190 
R,MVA 200 
E‘/VA 2 ? 0  
r iVVA 2 2 9  
RYVA 2 3 0  
ZVVA 240 
ROVA 2 5 3  
i i ’4VA 260 
i i v V A  2 7 0  
HMVA 2 8 0  
XYVA 290 
i iMVA 300 
FY3 O F  C O V P I L A T I O N  
NORM 10 55. 
1 
J 
/ /  FOR * ARITHMETIC TRACE 
* TRANSFER TRACE 
* L I S T  SOURCE PROGRAM 
*ONE WORD XNTEGERS 
SUBROUTINE SET ( J Q t N S E T r Q S E T t  
DIMENSION N S E T ( l ) r Q S E T t 1 1  
COMMON f D ~ I M ~ I N I T ~ J E V N T ~ J M N I T I M F A I M S T O P ~ M % t M X C s ~ C L C T ~ N H I S T ~  
lNOQrNORPTvNOT~NPRMSINRUNtNRUNS,NSTAf,OUT~lSEED~TNOW~ 
~ T E E G ~ T F I N I M X X I N P R N T V N C R D R ~ N E P ~ V N Q ( ~ ~ ~ ~ Z M M ~ M A X Q S ~ M A % N S  
1 M F E ~ 3 l ~ r M L C ~ 3 1 ~ ~ M L E ~ 3 1 ~ ~ N C E L S ~ 5 ~ , N Q o r P A R A M ~ 4 O ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ T I M E ~ 3 l ~ o  
2 SSUMALlrl)rSUMAI5,5)tNAME(6)~NPROJ,MONINDAY~NYR*JCLR~dTRIB(5) 
COMMON A T R I S ( ~ ) r E N Q ( 3 1 ) r I N N ( 3 1 ) ~ ~ C E L S ( 5 t 2 2 ) , K R A N K ( 3 1 ) ~ M A X N Q ( 3 1 ) e  
C 
C**+**HE S INGLE ARRAY NSET OF F I X E D  POINT GASP I S  REPLACED BY THE TWO 
C***** ARRAYS QSET AND NSET. FOR F I L E  10 A T R I B I l )  IS THE EVENT T I M E  
C***** AND J T R I B f 1 )  THE EVENT CODE FOR AN EVENT. SUCCESSOR AND PREDEC- 
C+*+*+ ESSOR POINTERS ARE STORED AS USUAL I N  NSETe PSET AND NSET ARE 
C** * * *  ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS RUT MAY BE THOUGHT OF AS TWO DIMENSIONAL 
C***** AH82AYS WITH BOTH NUMBER OF ROWS AND COLUMNS VARIABLE AT EXECU- 
C*+*** T ION TIME. FUNCTION LOCAT WILL L I N K  (ROWtCOL1 TO ( 1 N D E X ) r  
C 
C 
C * * * * * I Y I T I A l I Z E  F I L E  TO ZERO. SET UP POINTERS 
C*****YUST I N l T I A L l Z E  K R A Y K t J Q )  
C*****MUST I N I T I A L I Z E  ~ N N ( J Q ) * * * * I N N ( J Q ) = l  IS F I F O * * I N N ( J Q ) n 2  IS L I F O  
C 
I F  ( I N I T - 1 )  27r28127 
28 KOL E 7777 
#OF = 8888 
KLE = 9999 
MX = I M  +1 
MXX=IM+2 
MAXQS = I D  * I M M  














SETA 1 8 0  
SETA 190 
SETA 2 0 0  
SETA 2 1 0  
SETA 2 2 0  




C+****INITIALIZE POINTERS IN NSET AND ZERO OTHER CELLS IN QSET AND NSET SETA 270 
C -
DO 2 J = 1tMAXQS 
DO 4 J 5 1@MAXNS 
DO 1 I = 1 r I D  
IMDX = I * EAXX 
NSETt INDX - 1 )  = I + 1 
NSET(MA%NS =, 1) = KOF 
DO 3 K = 1 t N O Q  
NQ I K 1 =O 
MLC(K)  =O 
MFEtK 1 = O  
MAXNQtK) = 0 




2 C S E T I J I  0.0 
4 N S E T ( J 1  = 0 
1 N S E T t I N D X )  = I - 1 
C 
C*****FIRST AVAILABLE COLUMN = I 
C 
MFA = 1 























3 0 0  





















C * * * * * ~ F E X  f S  F I R S T  ENTRY I N  F I L E  WHICH HAS NOT BEEN COMPARED WITH ITEM 
C 
C*****TO BE INSERTED 
27 MFEX = M F E t J Q 1  SETA 530 
L 
C*****KNT f S  A CHECK CODE TO I N D I C A T E  THAT NO COMPARISONS HAVE BEEN MADESETA 540 
c 
KNT = 2 
C 
C*****KS f S  THE ROW ON WHICH ITEMS OF F I L E  JQ ARE RANKED 
C 
KS = KRANK(JQ1 
K S J  = 1 
I F  I K S  - 100) 1 0 2 0 r 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0  
1000 K S J  = 2 
KS = K S  - 100 
C 
C*****TEST FOR PUTTING VALUE I N  OR OUT 
C***** IF OUT EQUALS ONE AN I T E M  IS TO BE REMOVED FROM F I L E  JQs I F  OUT 
C*****lS LESS THAN ONE AN I T E M  IS TO BE INSERTED I N  F I L E  JQ 
c 















C*++**PUTTING AN ENTRY I N  F I L E  JQ 
C+**+*THE ITEM TO BE INSERTED WZLL BE PUT I N  COLUMN MFA 
C 
8 INDX = MFA * MXX - 1 
NXFA = NSETt INDX)  
C 
C*+***IF I N N I J Q )  EQUALS TWO THE F I L E  XS A L I F O  FILE. I F  INN lJQ)  IS 
C*****ONE THE F I L E  IS A F I F O  FILE.  FOR F I F O  F I L E S  TRY TO XNSERT 
C*****STARTlNG AT END OF FILE.  MLEX IS LAST ENTRY I N  F I L E  WHICH HAS 
C*****NOT 8EEN COMPARED WITH lTEMS TO BE INSERTED. 
C 
I F  I I N N ( J Q I - 1 1  100~716 
7 MLEX=MLE(JQI 
C 
C*****IF MLEX IS  ZERO F I L E  XS EMPTY. ITEM TO BE INSERTED WILL BE ONLY 
C*****ITEM I N  F ILE.  
C 
I F  (MLEX) 100~10,11 
10 fNDX = MFA * MXX 
NSETl fNDX)  = KLE 
MFEIJQ) - MFA 
C 
C*****THERE IS NO SUCCESSOR OF ITEM INSERTED. SIHCE XTEM WAS rHSERTED 
C 
N MFA THE LAST ENTRY OF FJLE Jo I S  IN CQLUMN MFA. 
17 INDX = MFA * MXX 9 1 
NSET(1NDX) = UOL 
MLEIJQ)  = MFA 
SETA 460 




SETA 710  
SETA 720 
SETA 730 













C*****SET NEW MFA EQUAL TO SUCCESSOR OF OLD MFA. THAT IS NXFA. THE SETA 870 
C*****NEW MFA HAS NO PREDECESSOR SINCE I T  IS THE FIRST AVAILABLE COLUMN SETA 880  
C++****FOR STORAGE. 
C 
1 4  YFA =NXFA 
IF(MFA-KOF) 23712389238 
237  XNDX=NXFA*MXX 
NSET(INDX1 = KLE 
C 
C*****UPDATE STATISTICS OF F I L E  JQ 
C 
238 XNQ=NQIJQ) 
ENQ(JQ) = ENQ(JQ)4XNQ*(TNOW=QTIM€~JQ) l  
VNQ1JQ)~VNQ1JQ)~XNQ*XNQ*lTNOW=QTIME~JQ~) 
QTIME(JQ1 = TNOW 
NQ(JQI  = N Q t J Q )  + 1 




C***+*TEST TO DETERMINE I F  RANKING ATTRXEUTE IS I N  QSET (KRANKcLTelOO) 
C*****OR NSET (KRANK .CT1100)r 
C 
11 GO TO (110011120)eUS.J 
1100 fNDXl  a (MFA - 1) * fMM + KS 
INDXZ a (MLEX - 1) * I M M  4 US 
I F  (QSET(SNDX1) - PSET( INDX2I )  12113813  
lNDX2 = (MLEX 1) * MXX + KS 1120 INDXl = ( M F A  - 1) * MXX + US 
C 




C*****INSERT XTEM AFTER COLUMN MLEX. LET SUCCESSOR OF MLEX BE MSUI 
C 
I F  L N S E T l I N D X l I  - NSETI INDXZ) )  1 2 t 1 3 t 1 3  
13 INDX = MLEX * MXX - 1 
MSU .I NSETtINDX) 
NSETfINDX) * MFA 
INDX = MFA * MXX 
NSETtINOX) = MLEX 
GO TO ( 1 8 ~ 1 7 1 e U N T  
c 
C*****SINCE KNT EQUALS ONE A COMPARISON WAS MADE AND THERE IS A 
C*****SUCCESSOR TO MLEXg f r E o c  MSU IS NOT EQUAL TO KOLI POINT COLUMN 
C*****MFA TO MSU AND VICE VERSA. 
C 
18 INDX MFA * MXX - 1 





SETA 9 2 0  














SETA 1 0 7 0  
SETA l  120  
SETA1130 
SETA l  Is0 
SETAl  150 
SETA1160 
SETA1170 
SETA l  180 
SETA1190 
SETA1 200  
I 
INDX = MSU 0 MXX SETA1250 
NSETI INDX)  = MFA SETA 1260  
GO TO 14 SE?A l270  
SETA1280 
A2 KNT a 1 SETA1290 
SETA 1300  
SETAl  3 10 
C 
C**+**SET KNT TO ONE SINCE A COMPARISON WAS MADE. 
C 
C 
C*****TEST MFA AGAINST PREDECESSOR OF MLEX BY LETTING MLEX EQUAL 
C*****PREDECESSOR OF MLEXs 
C 
INDX = MLEX * MXX 
MLEX NSET(INDX) 
~ F I ~ L E X ~ K L E )  1 1 r 1 6 0 l l  
C 
C * * * * ~ ~ F  YLEX HAD NO PREDECESSOR MFA IS FXRST 
C 
16 INDX MFA * MXX 
NSET(INDX) KLE 
MFEIJQI  8 MFA 
,- 
L 
C**ff**SUCCESSQR OF MFA IS MFEX AND PREDECESSOR 
C * * f f * ~ T ~ ~ S  POlNT MLEX 8 MFEX I F  F I F O  WAS USED). 
C 
26  lNDX a MFA * MXX - 1 
NSET(INDX) 5 MFEX 
NSET(INDX1 * MFA 
GO TO 14 
C 
SETA1320 
SETA 1330  
SETA l  340 
N FILE. SETAlBe0 
SETA1360 
SETA1 3 7 0  
SETA1380 




SETA 1430  
SETA 1440  
SETA1450 
C*****FDR L I F O  OPERATION TRY TO INSERT ITEM STARTING AT BEGINNING OF SETA1460 
C*****FILE JQs SETA 1470  
C*****IF MFEX I S  O D  NO ENTRIES ARE I N  F I L E  J Q e  THIS CASE WAS CONSIDEREDSETA1480 
C*+***PREVXOUSLY AT STATEMENT 1 0 0  SETA1490 
C 
6 I F  LMFEX) 1 0 0 * 1 0 t 1 9  SETA1500 
C 
C*****TEST RANKING VALUE OF NEW ITEM AGAINST VALUE OF ITEM I N  COLUMN SETA1510 
SETA1520 C*****MFEX~ 
C 
1 9  GO TO ( 1 2 0 0 r 1 2 2 0 1 t K S J  
1200 I N D X l  = (MFA - 1) * IMM + KS 
INDX2 = IMFEX - 1) * IMM + KS 
I F  (QSET( INDX1)  - QSET(INDX21) 70021921  
INDX2 IMFEX - 1) * MXX + KS 
I F  (NSETI INDXI )  - N S E T l I N D X 2 I l  20921921  




SETA 155 0 
SETA1560 
SETAl  570  
SETA1580 
SETA1590 
I F  NEW VALUE I F  LOWER9 MFA MUST BE COMPARED AGAINST SUCCESSOR OF SETA1600 
SETA1610 
C 
2Q KNT * f 
C 
C 
c * * *+~LET MPRE = MFEX AND LET MFEX BE THE SUCCESSOR OF MFEX. 
MPRE = MFEX 
INDX = MFEX * MXX * 1 
MFEX = NSETI INDXI  








C ~ * ~ * * ~ F  NEW VALUE IS HIGHERe I T  SHOULD BE INSERTED BETWEEN MFEX AkD ITSSETAl6EO 
C***ff*PREDECESSORa §ETA1690 
C ~ ~ f f * * ~ F  KNP 21 MFEX HAS NO PREDECESSORv GO TO STATEMENT 16. IF KNP SETA1700 
C * f f * f f ~ *  1 s  A COMPARISON WAS MADE AND A VALUE OF MPRE HAS ALREADY BEEN SETA1710 
C * * ~ ~ ~ ~ * O B T A I N E D  ON THE PREVIOUS ITERATIONe SET KNT 2 TO INDICATE THISrSETA1720 
L 
C 
2 1  GO TO 122916)  cKNT 




C0****MFA 15 TO BE INSERTED AFTER MPREe MAKE MPRE THE PREDECESSOR OF SETA1750 
C*~***MFA AND M F A  THE SUCCESSOR OF MPREe SETAb760 
C 
24  fNDX MFA * MXX 
NSETl fNDX)  = MPRE 
fNDX = MPRE * MXX - 1 





C * * f f 0 * ~ F  KNT WAS NOT RESET TO 2a THERE is NO SUCCESSOR OF MFAI P01NTERSSETA1E10 
C+****ARE UPDATED AT STATEMENT 17. IF KNT a 21 I T  WAS RESET AND THE SETA1820 
C*****SUCCESSOR OF MFA IS MFEXI SETA1830 
C 
GO TO ( 1 7 t 2 6 ) r  KNT SETA1840 
C SETA1 E50 C*****REMOVAL OF AN ITEM FROM F I L E  JQm 
C*ff*+ffOF COLUMN REMOVED AND JK EQUAL PREDECESSOR OF COLUMN REMOVED0 SETA1870 
C**** * IF_JL f K39-!L..-W!? L!:: FNIEIrn 
C****~RESET OUT TO 0 AN0 CLEAR COLUMN REMOVED0 LET JL EQUAL SUCCESSOR SETA1860 
I ~ , i r , " , ~ ~ ~ : , ~ ~ C , Z I A ~ " ~ ~ R ~ ~  F T R y ~ ~ ~  
58. 
5 OUT 8 0.0 
C 
C*+***UPDATE POINTING SYSTEM TO ACCOUNT FOR REMOVAL OF MLC (JQir 
C**+*+REMOVED IS ALWAYS SET TO MLC(JQ1 BY SUBROUTINE RMOVE. 
C 
tNDX (MLCIJQI  - 11 * fMM 
DO 32  I = l e I M M  
INDX = lNDX + 1 
32  QSET(INDX1 0.0 
INDX = (MLC(JQ1 - 1) * MXX 
DO 1300 I =  1 c I M  
INDX = fNDX + 1 
INDX * MLC(JQ1 * MXX 
JL 8 NSETl fNDX - 1) 
JK 8 NSETt INQX) 
I F  (JL- KOL) 3 3 ~ 3 4 9 3 3  
33  I F  (JK- KLE)  35,36935 
35 lNQX = J K  * MXX - 1 
NSETtINDX) = JL 
INDX = JL * MXX 
NSET(lNDX1 = JK 












37 INDX = MLCtJQ) * MXX - 1 
NSET(XNQXI = MFA 




MLCtJQ) = MFEtJQ) 
C 
C***+*~PDAT~NG F I L E  STATISTICS 
C 
XNQ = NQ(JQ)  
ENQ(JQlnENQ(JP)+XNQ+(TNOW-QT~ME(JQ) I  
V N Q ( J Q ) P V N Q ( J Q ) + X N Q + X N Q ~ ( T N O W I Q T I M E ( J Q )  1 
QTIME(JQ) = TNOW 
NQ(JQ) = NQ(JQ1-1 
RETURN 
C 
C*****MLC WAS F IRST ENTRY BUT NOT LAST ENTRY. 
C 
36  INOX = JL * MXX 
NSETi INDX) = KLE 
MFE(JQ) = JL 
GO TO 3 7  
3 4  I F  (JK-KLEI 3 8 9 3 9 ~ 3 8  
C 
C***+*MLC WAS LAST ENTRY BUT NOT FIRST ENTRY. 
C 
38 INDX = JK  *MXX - 1 
NSET( INDX) = K O L  
MLE(JQ) = JK 





SETA 1 9 5 0  
SETA 1960 
SETA 1970 




























UPDATE POINTERS. SETA2260 
SETA2 2 70 
SETA2280 
SE TA2 2 90 
SETA2300 
SETA2310 




SETA2 3 6 0  
C 
C*****MLC WAS BOTH THE LAST AND FIRST ENTRY, THEREFORE, I T  IS THE ONLY SETA2370 
C*****EkTRY e SETA2380 
C 
3 9  MFEtJQ) 0 SETA2390 
MLEIJQ)  0 SETA2400 
GO TO 37 SETA2410 
RETURN SETA2430 
END SETA2 440 




ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR SET 
COMMON 9 4 4  VAR 1 ABLES 28  PROGRAM 1388 
END OF COMPILATION 
FEATURES SUPPORTED 
ONE WORD I N T E G E R S  \ 
CORE REQUIRFMENTS FOR UNFRM 
COM!+IOIV 608 VAR I A H L E S  4 PROGRAM 2 6  
END OF C O M P I L A T I O N  
UNFA 
U h F A  




U h F A  
UQFA 
UNFA 










9 0  
100 
1 10 
